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Projects, bus
policy issues
heard at CC
board meeting
During his Superintendent's
Report, Hoskins updated the
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Calloway County School board on a current middle
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policy
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Hoskin
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MISD
takes no
action on
scale for
grades
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
l
If Murray High School oi:
dents want to get an 'A' on their
report card, they will have tia
earn a 94 or above.
The Murray Independent
Board of Education took n4i.'
action on a proposal by parent'
Tony Vilardo and supporters to
change the district's current
grading scale to a national
"alpha scale" following a second public forum Thursday
night.
The board took no official
action concerning the proposal;
however Board Chairman
Photo provided by MSU Sports Information
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Donnie_ Winchester in agreement. The board was unanimous in supporting Crouch's
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Governor warns House
budget could cause layoffs
r
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Gov. Steve Beshea
budget
state
ar
two-ye
,
billion
$19
nearly
a
warned that
approved by the House this week
would likely force spending cuts and
perhaps layoffs.
Beshear also said he's still pushing
his plan to bolster the state's 30-centper-pack cigarette tax by 70 cents. He
wants to use part of that revenue to
borrow money to help the state
through the next two years.
The approximately $18.7 billion
budget passed by the House includes
Sealant
a 25-cent-per-pack increase in the cigarette tax. The spending plan will next
be taken up by the Senate.
version
Beshear said Thursday that the House
ive debt
assumes unrealistic savings and pushes excess
a pospayments into the future. Asked if layoffs were
to try to
sibility. he said, "Certainly possible. We want
avoid that if we possibly can."
He said the House version also could paralyze some
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GREG TRAVIS / Ledger 8 Times
County Middle School participated
COLLEGE DAY 2008: Students from Calloway
24th annual College Day 2008. The event
Thursday in Murray State University's
designed to introduce eighth grade stuies
activit
included numerous informative
ed
theme was "What's Your Definition?" Pictur
dents to MSU's campus . This year's
ed
center
that
se
exerci
fun
a
in
part
take
above. Hayle Bucy, left, and Courtney Owen
Health Building.
around teamwork while visiting the Carr
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State employee indicted
for stealing $2,000
FRANKFORT, Ky (API
A state employee invoived ti chanta
Nei work has been indicted on three counts of then in Franklin
County
Authorities say 47-year-old Leela Flowers stole at least $2,000
belonging to the Kentucky Employees Charitable Contributions
Fund of the Kentucky Office of Insurance in November 2007 She
was indicted Wednesday
Flowers is an administrative assistant for the Kentucky Office of
Insurance in the Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet
Authorities say she is facing felony theft of more than $30(i
felony theft by deception of properly of more than $300 and a misdemeanor charge of theft by deception of property less than $300.
Lawyers say Flowers tried to to pay back the money but bounced
two checks
LPC Photo
HENLEY MEETS WITH CHILD ADVOCATES: Rep Melvin Henley, D-Murray, 6elcomea employees from the Purchase Area
Sexual Assault and Children s Advocacy Center last week during a visit to Frankfort. The group visited the Capitol as part of
an advocacy day in conjunction with March being Sexual Assault Awareness Month in Kentucky. Pictured are, from left.
Angie
York, director of education, Teresa Morns. therapist, Henley. Lon Brown, director of clinical services; Mary Foley,
executive
director Kelli Morrow. therapist. and Dr Renee Duncan. Ph D Murray State University

Morehead elects female Regent chair
MOREHEAD. Ky. (AP) — Sylvia
Lovely has been elected the first woman
chair of Morehead State University's Board
of Regents.
Lovely was selected to the post dunng a
board meeting Thursday. She is the executive director and chief executive officer of
the Kentucky League of Cities.

She succeeds James Booth, who had been
board chair since 2004.
Lovely is a former chair of the Kentucky
('enter for Public Policy and a Morehead
State graduate. She earned a law degree
from the University of Kentucky and is an
adjunct faculty member of the UK Martin
School of Public Policy and Administration.

In 2006. Lovely was
awarded Kentucky's highest honor for public service, the Vic Hellard Award.
She resides in Lexington
with her husband. Bernie.
and two sons, Ross and
David.

Lovely

Judge certifies class action suit
against Pilgrim's Pride
EL DORADO, Ark.(AP) — A federal judge in Arkansas has granted class-action status to a lawsuit filed by workers at Pilgnm's Pnde
who seek payment for the time they spent putting on and taking off
protective gear
U S. District Judge Harry Barnes certified the class-action lawsuit
Thursday. It includes workers from 21 plants in 10 states.
The lawsuit claims workers arnve at their job sites early for their
shifts so they can put on protective and sanitary equipment. The
workers also use unpaid time to take off the gear. court documents
show. Texas-based Pilghm's Pnde claims putting on and taking off
gear is not work.
The suit includes workers from plants in: Athens, Ala., Athens,
Ga., Batesville, Ark.; Broadway, Va., Canton. Ga., Chattanooga,
Tenn., Clinton, Ark.; Dalton, Ga., De Queen, Ark.; Elberton, Ga.; El
Dorado, Ark.; Enterprise, Ala., Farmerville, La.; Gainesville. Ga.,
Lufkin, Texas; Marshville. N.C.; Mayfield, Ky.; Moorefield, W.V., Mt.
Pleasant, Texas: Nacogdoches. Texas; and Natchitoches, La.

Perryville on endangered
Civil War site list
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A proposed development near
Kentucky's largest Civil War battle has landed Perryville on a list of
the nation's 10 most endangered Civil War battlefields.
The land where the Battle of Richmond was fought in 1862 was
also among another 15 "at-nsk" sites mentioned by The Civil War
Preservation Trust
The Washington-based trust is the nation's largest nonprofit battlefield preservation organization.
The Perryville Enhancement Project says the trust designated
Perryville because there is an identifiable threat to the battlefield that
may materially change its appearance or some aspect of its preservation
The project says the Boyle County Planning and Zoning
Commission forwarded to the Perryville City Council a rezoning proposal for highway commercial and high-density residential uses at a
20-acre site

Senate approves anti-bullying bill
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Senate has approved a
bill aimed at making schools safer for pupils victunized by bullies.
Senate President David Williams says the plan will give school
districts across the state the tools they need to crack down on bullies. The measure would require school officials to report incidents
of bullying to police, among other things.
The Senate approved the measure on a 35-0 vote Thursday. and
it heads back to the House for consideration
House lawmakers have already approved a version that would
require school dtstncts to develop plans prohibiting pupils from intimidating or harassing other pupils

Dept or Agriculture phot,
Agriculture Commissioner Rtchie Farmer speaks at a news conference announcing the KARE program for Kentucky farmers
With Commissioner Farmer are, from left Roger Thomas, executive director of the Governor's Office of Agricultural Policy.
state Sen Joey Pendleton. D-Hopkinsville. and Gov Steve Beshear

State offering drought help to farmers
I•RANKUORT. Ky IAP1
Kentucky
farmers affected hy List year's drought can
look for Vane help from the state
(ios. Stesc Beshear says the state is using
Sh IS million to help fund a program aimed
at helping farmers recoser from last year's

late trecve followed by drought Bestie4r
says the program dubbed the Kentucky
Agricultural Relief Effort will help fanners
equip themselves to offset future bad weather and droughts
Keshear says the program is expected to

help pay for alternative water sources and
help with repairing damaged pastures and
hay fields.
The program to help farmers across the
state is expected to last 18 months.

House attempt to dislodge pending
abortion bill fails
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) — Lawmakers supporting a proposal to
have doctors show pregnant women ultrasounds of their fetus
before doing an abortion have tried and failed to get the bill voted on
by the full House.
Rep Joe Fischer, R-Fort Thomas, and other Republican legislators attempted a parliamentary procedure Thursday called a "discharge petition" in an attempt to force the proposal to a vote by the
full House
Lawmakers voted 40-16 against the maneuver, as some present
lawmakers did not vote
The proposal has already cleared the Senate, and is pending in
the House Judiciary Committee. Advocates say it's been lingering
too long before the legislative committee.

Proud to be a part of •Beshear warns ...
the community.
From Front

MURRAY OFFICE OPENING MONDAY, MARCH 17TH

positions where they're needed most.
"I believe if they're good managers and they
restructure state government to do away with the
waste and get more efficiency. then I don't think it
should affect services." Moberly said.
The House version assumes US million in revenue each of the next two years because of what

Moberly projects will be vacant state government
positions created by retirements at the end of this
year before an enhanced retirement benefit
expires.
It also would restructure all outstanding state
General Fund debt at a savings of $150 million in
each of the next two years.
Beshear said his budget proposal accounted
for significant retirements later this year.

Computer Recycling
Calloway County in conjunction with
Creative Recycling will be offering another
opportunity to recycle old computers
during Make a Difference Day on
Matt Cothran. Susan Holmes

Stephanie Leibee

Banking Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30 am-4:00 pm
Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm

(270) 759-4852
630 N. 12th St. - Murray
www.bankofcadiz.com
ATM AVAILABLE 24 HOURS

We Make it Simple!

mower,FDIC

Saturday, March 15th
at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
You may bring items any time between
9:00 am and 1:00 pm
There will be a limit of two computers per car and items will only be accepted
while room is available
You may bring any computer, phone, or video/audio equipment for recycling
Televisions will not be accepted at this time.
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•Calloway board ...
From Front
-Students are instructed to keep
noise to a 'Level I' when other
classes are in session," she
explained.
Taylor continued to question
the issue and the board eventually adjourned for the evening.
Also during his report.
Hoskins said crews from Federal
Materials were busy pouring
concrete at the baseball and softball fields, and work should be
completed in the near future. He
said he was finalizing deed
requirements to transfer the
recently-constructed access road
at North Elementary School
back to the city. He told the
board that officials were watching budget and CATS testing
bills in the current state legislature and he reported on a new
school resource officer at
Calloway County High School.
In other business:
• Calloway County School
Nurse Vicki Williams was
selected by the Kentucky State
Nurses Association as "School
Nurse of the Year." She was recognized by the board for her
work.
"I'm humbled, and I'm in
shock. It's my life and I love it,"
she said. "-It's different than
other nursing jobs. It's been a
challenge and an adventure. I
depend upon so many people.
The support of the board and this
wonderful school district is
overwhelming."
Hoskins noted that Williams
is both a "good nurse and a good
employee" who works for the
betterment of the students and
the adults in the district. "It's
amazing the amount of work and
duties she performs," he said.

Clause, Lucas Hill, Erick
Mukulcik and Chance Overbey.
Academic Team members placCalloway Cows* 1110 Scieol
in other categories were.
ing
gbusi•Re-roof the -300" wing (westernmost end of the buildin
Nate Clause, first in math; Erik
ness classrooms);
Mikulcik, third in math; Joe
•HVAC improvements to accommodate heat loads from computBrashear, fifth in science; Aaron
er labs;
Allen, second in Social Studies;
•Add poles and outdoor lighting for parking lot between CCHS,
and Abby Smith, third in Arts
the football field and CCMS.
and Humanities.
Calaway Cassly ISM*
glass for
• Exterior window replacement with energy efficient (newest
— Hunter recognized the
wing
nmost
areas of the building other than the souther
staff, and advisor Hope Roach,
addition to the building),
of the CCMS yearbook. The
•Replace all extenor doors and hardware,
school's yearbook was nominatto
s
service
l
electnca
upgrade
and
is Renovation of all bathrooms
again for the "Yearbook!
ed
meet current building codes;
They
Award.
ok!"
Yearbo
Beassatary Schools
received an honorable mention
•Renovate all bathrooms including the two hand-washing stations
for making it to the last round.
in each building;
The school was listed in the
• Replace all windows and exterior doors with energy efficient
ook! Yearbook!" publicaglass and new hardware;
"Yearb
•Add HVAC to all kitchens - (presently no A/C in kitchens);
tion. The yearbooks are selected
•Replace gym floors and bleachers,
based on theme, layouts, cover
•Upgrade electrical systems to meet current codes;
and journalism.
Hasse
Nekilield
•It was noted that there will
•Re-roof building,
g
plumbin
and
,
a combined special meeting
be
benches
lockers,
new
ion
renovat
room
s Locker
Calloway County Board
the
of
;
fixtures
floor;
e
on and the Murray
concret
for
Educati
paint
of
epoxy
and
intenor
Paint
•
Independent Board of Education
•HVAC renovation,
at the Murray-Calloway County
•New lighting;
•New exterior doors.
Area Technology Center (today)
Jack Rosa Umbra
Friday. The meeting is to fulfill a
stadium
of
side
•The Football concession stand on the visitor's visiting varsity
requirement for a joint
contract
and
will be converted into a locker room for CCMS
meeting once per year of the two
football teams;
g fixlocal school boards. No action is
•A new roof, exterior paint, interior renovation, new plumbin
expected to be taken. A tour of
tures, lockers and benches will be installed.
the facility is also scheduled;
Mason,
Brandy
and
grade
•Departmental reports were
fourth
-wide
distnct
other
Several
•
the
Personnel,
in
placing
for
for
ed
grade,
present
fifth
ed
present
also
were
recognitions
Steve McReynolds Community Transportation, Food Services.
by the board. They included:
also Maintenance and Attendance.
— Margot McIntosh, a Essay. Brandy Mason was
winner.
The board went into executeacher at East Elementary, rec- chosen as a community
— Amyee Herndon, a teacher tive session for a student disciognized third grade student
rec- plinary hearing.
Bobbie Brashear for placing first at East Elementary School,
Elementary
• Consent agenda items
in the district in the Jim ognized the East
Quick
ts for Fund
Claypool Conservation Art Academic Team. The in the included: Reques
Raisers; Pre-Travel Requests;
Recall team placed second
Contest Award.
will Home School Report; Request
— Susan Miles, a teacher at District Governor's Cup and
ls. Team for 2008 Summer Driver
Regiona
the
to
advance
recogSchool,
ary
Element
East
Aaron Education Program: EXPLORE
nized students, Ally DeShields, members cited were
Nate Plan and On Demand Results;
third grade, Whitney Todd, Allen, Joe Brashear,
in iuzoposed facilities improvement projects for the district
fr

•Grade scale ...
From Front
ents, teachers that spoke in
opposition to the changes primarily objected on the grounds
that the new scale would be similar to grading on the curve and
lowering expectations and that
grades should be awarded based
on the result of a student's effort
and not the effort itself.
Teacher and parent Amy
McDowell, who presented a
survey of opinions from 21
MHS teachers to the board on
the issue, said 18 of those surveyed were against the change.
"I like our scale the way it is.
If we are trying to help our students achieve benchmarks on
their ACT, we must continue to
expect more from them. If we
lower our expectations, we are
not preparing them for their
future...which is our job," she
said in a prepared statement
containing opinions of other
teachers. "As we know, the
benchmarks are already high. If
a student knows they can do less
to achieve the grade they desire,
then I'm afraid those benchmarks will be even harder to
reach."
Vilardo had presented the
proposed change to the board
because, in his opinion, scales
now used by MISD and other
school districts in Kentucky do
not allow students to compete

3

for scholarships on a fair playing field when their peers are
measured by the national "alpha
scale" standard. He says the lack
of a uniform grading scale leads
to the loss of college scholarship
money for students that have to
work harder to get an 'A' that
students in other districts in
Kentucky and across the nation.
Most colleges, he says, utilize the alpha scale and high
schools should do the same.
However during the forum,
Justin Scott, an MHS math
teacher, presented statistics to
the board concerning how
MHS's students compare to the
50 top schools in academic
achievement in Kentucky that
have set grading scales and how
MHS students stack up in
obtaining KEES funding, funds
awarded to students by the state
to pay for college based on
grade point averages.
According to Scott's figures,
obtained from the KHEAA and
The Student Loan People 2007
Report, districts that set obtaining an A at 94 points had the

highest average number of students eligible to receive KEES
dollars and the second highest
total average. He noted that
MHS is already exceeding in the
KEES dollar race.
"When looking at the average rankings, the '95' group's
(those that set obtaining an A at
95 points) average rank was
19th in the state, while the 90
group's average rank was 32nd
in the state," he said. "When
looking at the top 50 schools in
order of highest to lowest percent of students -eligible to
receive KEES dollars, MHS
ranked 13th for the 2006-07
school year."
He noted that MHS students
also ranked 8th in averaged
amounts funding per student.
In a final statement to the
board, Vilardo told the group he
was not proposing the lowering
of academic standards, but was
primarily interested in providing
students an equal opportunity to
succeed in college that is currently enjoyed by students in
other districts in Kentucky.
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Requests to Surplus Items; Program Procedure Manual
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Request for Destruction of 2008 and Beyond
Early
Records; Revised KETS FY07 Reading; Request for
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Graduat
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Report;
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Technology
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"I have not asked any of
these teachers to change the
things that they do. I have not
asked them to change the curriculum. 1 have not asked them
to change the way they teach. I
have not asked them to change
their testing and 1 have not
asked them to lower their standards," he said. " All I have
asked them to do, is that when
you assign a student a grade at
the end of the year, let it be
indicative of the effort some of
these students have put in and
what they bow dcwie:! - • .
Vilardo said a student that
has put up a supreme effort to
obtain an A but only scores a 92
under MHS's current standard
could feel cheated by the system. He said he was not as concerned as much about students
obtaining KEES funds as he was
how Kentucky students would
compete with other districts
across the state if they have to
work harder to get an 'A' and
obtain college scholarships than
their peers.
"We are at a disadvantage

II City ...
From Front
It
te
in
•il

• recognized the Murray
State University Women's basketball team as the Ohio Valley
Conference champions. The
team was presented with a key.
to the city from Mayor Tom
Rushing.
•voted to approve a resolution authorizing the filing of a
Transportation Enhancement
Grant application for the North
16th Street Sidewalk and
Bicycle Lane Project. The grant
can award up to S352,00. The
project would be for a five-footwide bike lane adjacent to an
eight-foot-wide greenery space
with five feet of walking space
on either side going from Ky.
121 South to Diuguid Drive.

Corroctlos
In the announcement of the
60th wedding anniversary of
Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs Larry
published on Wednesday. Lynn
Puckett. should have been listed as a daughter. The Ledger
regrets the error.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.

, we're committed to
At MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
limited to our new hospital
^r healthcare. But oar commi!javent is not
(
We would. like
projectic - it is found ovary day in our people.
ALLO WAYCOUNT)
introduce Jess:ale dilliugoois, our.neat MURRAY-C
She works in our Health
HOSPITAL CORNERSTONE OF CARE recipient.
delivering quality care to
Information Management department, and has been

exp.,

over the years. I love working at MCCH
'Murray Hospital has meant a lot to me
truly
al family. I feel that in order to
and consicter my co-workers as my hospit
l,
for each other At the hospita we
care for our patients, we have to first care
helping one another- that's just one
have a tradition of employees carklaad
special to so many people in this
of the many reasons Murray HospitIl is
es of Cart.
To find out more about our Cornerstoh
www.murrayhospital.orq
and our expansion progrecs. visit
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The Character
of Mrs. Spitzer
By MICHAEL GORMLEY
Associated Press Wnter
ALBANY. N.Y. (AP) —
&Ida Wall Spitzer wore a blank.
shellshocked.
puffy-eyed
expression as she stood by her
husband throughout the tawdry
call-girl scandal that would cost
him the governor's mansion.
It's an image those close to
her could barely recognize.
"It wasn't real to me." one
close aide to Gov. Eliot Spitzer
said, "until I saw her face."
That stoic SiIda Wall Spitzer
bore little resemblance to the
person she was before this
week shattered her family.
In private. Spitzer aides say.
she had urged her husband to
fight before many of the sordid. extensive accusations came
out.
In public, the brilliant Harvard Law attorney didn't offer
a defense. The radiant Southerner didn't offer her disarming smile. The devoted mother didn't say a word.
Through the years she has
been the stand-up political wife.
both a behind-the-scenes force
in her husband's career and a
protector of their three daughters.
In 2007. the freshman governor was snared in a scandal
over a plot to embarrass the
state's top Republican. The
tabloids screamed the story for
months, calling Spitzer "Eliot
Mess." a spoiled nch kid, a thug,
and worse. While Spitzer tried
to laugh it off, his wife became
distraught_ She kept wondering aloud whether it was all
worth it.
And at the holidays last
year, Time magazine wanted a
family shot of the Spitzers.
She nearly called it off.
"You have a teenage daughter," she told a top staffer.
'Can you imagine what it would
be like if her picture was in
Thee and it was not a flattering 'bowl• Suds Wall. a hard-charging.
associate lawyer in Man (tan
u n with the brightest of
Inures. married Eliot Spitzer
1987, but she became Silda
Wall Spitzer only in 2006. as
be was running for governor.
The bow to the tradition of
eking the husband's last name,
the way Hillary Rodham added
Clinton to hers, was thought
to play better in more COOSCTwaive upstate.
Wall Spitzer gave interviews
about collecting jellies and jams.
and tasted regional cuisines of
the state. The traditional governor's wife stones were almost
painful to those who knew the
self-assured woman who could
Odle Spitzer with a mere glance
'Vet the breakfast table.
• Behind the scenes, she
played a more familiar role.
She would step in at critical
when
junc ures.
Spitur's
famously small inner circle of
ivy League male lawyers wasal enough.
When the iron-jawed, toughtalking attorney general had to
Wade subpoena power for political diplomacy, it was Wall
Spitzer who told him he needed to soften up. She helped

L

Noir
AP

shape and edit some of the
television ads widely credited
as the best tool in Spitzer•s
campaign. showing New Yorkers a soft-focus version of Eliot
Spitzer. Instead of the fasttalking Ivy League son of a
millionaire who often used legal
jargon, he was the caring father
speaking quietly about the needs
of children and the elderly.
In Manhattan, Spitzer's skull
sessions with advisers were
often on weekends and late at
night in their Manhattan apartment overlooking Central Park.
Silda was there, giving and
getting. But she wouldn't focus
solely on law, although she
knew it; or on policy, although
she knew how to shape it.
She found out about the
prostitution ring on Sunday.
Her first recommendation was
to fight.
"He thought he should resign
from the very beginning." one
close aide said. "It was really
family and others' suggestion
that he should hang on."
But Monday came and the
family tragedy became international news. Shortly after
The New York Times revealed
the story, the governor, with
his strife by his side, made a
glassy-eyed and vague apology.
Then came more details
about high-priced call girls and
hotels. Worse, it wasn't isolated. Reports claimed the governor may have dropped
S80.000 on prostitutes over the
years.
After two more excruciating days in the increasingly
cramped apartment, husband
and wife appeared at a podium again, she standing a little farther away this time, and
he resigned
Friends and aides believe
Wall Spotter will spend time
hack home with her family.
Reached Wednesday in West
Jefferson. N.C., her mother Trilby Wall said her daughter
returns home as often as possible. usually several times a
year.
"I want you to know when
I say family. I mean Eliot
also," she said. -This is a hard
time for the entire family. We
love the entire family. We, of
course, extend as much comfort as we possibly know how
to our daughter. But we also
have known Eliot a long time.
We love him and he is a part
of our family."
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Drugged Driving
One beautiful June morning in 2006. four community
leaders from Bowling Green
set out for a scenic drive on
their motorcycles. For two of
them, the ride would be
their last. As they were driving through Logan County, a
truck driver crossed a double-yellow line, killing two
of the men and seriously
injuring another. The truck
driver had in her possession
marijuana and drug paraphernalia. In tact, she admitted
to driving with drugs in her
system, and tests verified
that she had smoked marijuana before driving the vehicle.
In Kentucky. drugged
driving is becoming all too
common. In 2007. 17 children were injured in the
Grant Comity Middle School
bus wash. Dieu bus drew
was driving with cocaine.
marijuana and prescription
painkillers in her system.
In both of these tragedies.
we see a disturbing trend—in
neither case was the drugged
driver convicted of DUI.
Kentucky's laws are vague
an relation to drugged driving
and need to be changed. A
recent poll*. conducted by
Preston-Osborne in February.
suggests Kentuckians support
that change. In fact, more
than ItS percent of respondents said they would support the provisions in
drugged driving bills currently under consideration in our
General Assembly (HB 30,
HB 25, and SB 71). If such
a law were passed. 92
cent of respondents said the
punishment for drugged driving should be at least the
same as if not more severe
than those for driving under

MY OPINION
By BRUUE MOORE
the influence of alcohol.
Kentucky law provides for
a conviction of driving under
the influence once an alcohol
concentration of .08 or higher is proven. Despite the
obvious outcry from Kentucky citizens and prosecutors. no such law exists for
individuals driving with
drugs in their systems. Since
it is illegal for any person
to possess or consume illegal
drugs, our laws should
reflect a zero tolerance for
those who drive with illegal
drugs in their systems.
Our legislative leaders
showed great foresight severs/ yaw ego by enacting the
zero tolerance IDSUI law for
minors. The theory is that
since it's illegal for a person
under age 21 to buy. possess
or consume alcoholic beverages, it should also be a
crime for an underage person
to have a measurable amount
of alcohol in his or her system while driving. We
believe this theory is sound
and should be applied to
illegal drugs as well.
In 1991. Kentucky enacted
its first per se law stating
that those who drive with a
specific blood-alcohol level
are guilty of DUI. Since that
time. DUI injuries and fatalities have steadily decreased.
In fact, when comparing
1991 DUI injuries and fatalities to those in 2006. we
find that the number of
injuries and fatalities has
been cut by more than 4.1

percent. If we applied that
same logic to the effect a
per se law could have on
those driving with controlled
substances in their systems,
we could see a similar
decrease each year, thus preventing an estimated 433
injuries and fatalities caused
by drugged drivers in a calendar year.
Currently, our laws more
harshly punish those who
simply possess illegal drugs
than those who drive with
drugs in their systems. For
example, a person could
receive one to five years in
a state penitentiary for possessing even a small amount
of cocaine. Possessing
cocaine is a felony: however,
driving under the influence
of cocaine is only a misdemeanor. The drugged driver—who had the drugs in
his or her possession before
consuming them--endangers
the lives of innocent
motorists, passengers and
pedestrians. But he or she
cannot even be charged with
possession under current law.
The Kentucky County
Attorneys Association, made
up of county attorneys across
the state, supports HB 30.
HB 25 and SB 71. which
state, in effect, that drivers
with traces of controlled substances in their blood are
deemed to be under the
influence of those drugs and
are therefore guilty of DUI.
Our hill is similar to
drugged driving laws in 15

other states except for the
fact that our bill provides an
absolute defense to an
offender who is driving with
a legally prescribed controlled substance in his or
her blood, as long as the
driver is following the prescribed dosage and the proper driving restrictions.
This year marks our
fourth attempt to get a
drugged driver bill passed.
Our hope is that a drugged
driver bill will pass before a
tragedy on the magnitude of
the Carrollton Bus Crash
befalls our state again. Let's
do it now—let's be proac- .
tive, not reactive.
With vocal community
support. a drugged driver bilt
has a much better chance of
passage. Senate Bill 71 easily has passed the Senate, but
drugged driver bills continu- .
ally run into roadblocks in
the House. Please help pro- ,
tect law-abiding citizens by
contacting your legislators in
support of HB 30, HB 25
and SB 71 and help keep
drugged drivers off Kentucky
roads.
EDITOR'S Non: The survey was conducted from February 7 to February 16,
2008. The sample was drawn
at random from households
where voters had voted in at
least three of the past five
general elections. The size of
the sample (800) results in a
maximum margin of error of
+ 3.5 percentage points at
the 95 percent confidence
level.
Brucie Moore is an attorney in Union County and
president of the KCAA.

The alarming sermon of Elizabeth Kolbert
Elizabeth Kolbert of The New Yorker did not appreciate being ambushed
by the local press
But the superstar journalist, though
wary. was a good sport when she was
gently questioned by a fellow journalist
recently in the nearly empty lobby of
the C'amegie Music
Hall in the Oakland
section of Pittsburgh.
'Turnabout is fair
play. I guess, she said
to her interrogator.
smiling but looking
uncomfortable as she
defended her wellknown role as a global
warming alarmist by.
saying humbly -- and
Newsmaker disingenuously -- that
not a scientist
keterviews she's
but merely a reporter
By Bill
who relies 'on the
Steigerwald consensus of the scienSyndicated
tific community.'
Columnist
Kolbert had parachuted deep into Flyover Country to deliver a lecture/sink show about global climate change to
960 Pittsburghers at the prestigious
Drue Heinz Lectures series.
Her presentation was based on 'The
Climate of Man.' the three-pan. one%Hied, epic magazine series she wrote
for The New Yorker in the spring of
2005. Finely wnnen and thoroughly
reported, the series became the 2006
book 'Field Notes From a Catastrophe:
Man. Nature, and Climate Change.'
The series, which won Kolbert lots
of praise and awards from the environmentalist industry and its captive journalists, was really a protracted testimonial on behalf of the Al Gore Brand
vermin of anthropogenic global warm-

Elizabeth NOW
ing.
Kolbert's Pittsburgh lecture stuck to
the familiar alarmist story line. Though
she promised her audience she'd present
an unbiased account. Kolbert, had no
time for scientific uncertainty or debate.
She used the usual photos of shrinking
polar sea ice. upwardly angled temperature and CO2
and computer
models to paint a grim scenario of
unavoidable climate troubles ahead.
Shortly after Kolbert confessed to
Feeling guilty about the big carbon
footprint she left in the sky by taking
a plane to Pittsburgh. she did something surprising: She fessed op to reality and acknowledged that global warm-

ing was a humanly unsolvable problem.
She wished she had a 10-point plan
to "get ourselves out of this mess, she
said, but there are no easy answers.
'Just to stabilize the greenhouse gas
composition in the atmosphere,' she
said, "we have to cut our current emissions by 60. 70, 80 percent."
'That's huge. It's going to take pretty much everything we've got. and then
some,' she said, ticking off such necessary remedies as conservation, land-use
planning. a tax on carbon -- or 'perhaps just making due with less -- living differently.'
Kolbert concluded her lecture by
dropping any remaining pretense of
being a fair-and-balanced journalist.
Speaking as a mother and an inhabitant
of Earth, she said it is morally unacceptable to Just throw up our hands
and not try to do something about
global warming.
'It must be confronted in our individual lives, our communities and on
Capitol Hill.' she said, adding: 'It
seems to me that every single one of
us should be thinking about this, thinking about wh-• a.c can do. and then
doing it. So I'm going to end tonight
with a question for you, and that is,
'What exactly are we waiting for?''
The applause that followed was genuine_ Sadly. however, no Pittsburghers
seemed to notice they had heard only
one side of an incredibly complicated
debate. Not one of the 12 questions
from the audience expressed any skepticism about any part of the global
warming sermon they had just heard. •
Bill Steigerwald is a columnist at
the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review. E-mail Bill at steigerwaldatcaglecartoons.cons.
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Senate budget torpedos Bush tax cuts

Rickie Lynn Hobbs
Ridue Lynn ilobbN. 32, Lone Oak, died Thursday, March 13,
2008, at 1:15 a.m. at his home.
* He was a retired truck driver for Star Trucking Company.
Preceding him in death were his father, Richard Wayne Hobbs, and
his grandparents, Hubert and Betty Hobbs, Leonard and Louise
Young and Edgar Washburn.
Survivors include one son, Ryan Hobbs, Wingo; one daughter,
Constance Hobbs, Murray; his mother and father, Marilyn and Larry
Lee Washburn Sr., one brother, Larry Lee Washburn Jr., and his
grandmother, Notie Belle Washburn, all of Mayfield; one sister,
Jessica Kay Price, Fulton.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Jimmy Hayes and Rev. Larry
Sullivan will officiate. Pallbearers will be Gary Hendon, Daryl
Wood, Larry Lee Washburn Jr., Joey McClure, Greg Walston and
Brad Flowers. Burial will follow in the Lebanon Church of Christ
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Friday).

Palm Sue Keel Bdtt Jacobs
The funeral for Mrs. Sue Keel Britt Jacobs will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
Sammy Cunningham and Dr. David Roos will officiate. Oneida
White will be vocalist and pianist. Burial will follow in the Story's
Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday). Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mrs. Jacobs, 84, Murray, died Wednesday, March 12, 2008, at
9:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, LaMaurr Britt Sr.;
one sister, Bronzie Easley; three brothers, Carl, Bill and Fred Keel;
three grandchildren. Born Aug. 28, 1923, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Ira Edna Keel and Ethel May Cook Keel.
A member of Grace Baptist Church, she had worked as a cashier
for many years in Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Richard S. Jacobs, to whom she
was married June 26, 2001; three daughters, Jannene Travis and husband, Billy Ray Sr., Dexter, Scheme Robertson, Kirksey, and Bonita
Britt and husband, Steve Granger, Pensacola, Fla.; one son, LaMaurr
Britt Jr. and wife, Kathy, Farmington; two brothers, Max Keel and
wife, Marie, and Kenneth Keel, all of Murray; stepdaughter, Anita
Massey and husband Thomas, Houston, Texas: three stepsons, Mark
Jacobs and wife, Monica, and James Jacobs and wife, Leah, all of
San Diego, Calif., and Richard Jacobs and wife, Lisa, West Monroe,
La.; 10 grandchildren; 10 stepgrandchildren: 20 great-grandchildren:
15 stepgreat-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren; one stepgreat-great-grandchild.

Billie J. Brittain
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WASHINGTON(AP)-The
Senate rejected calls from both
parties' presidential candidates
to take an election-year break
from pork-barrel spending as a
Democratic-run
Congress
passed budget plans that would
torpedo hundreds of billions of
dollars in tax cuts won by
President Bush.
John McCain, the GOP nominee-to-be, couldn't attract even
a
majority
of
Senate
Republicans to vote with him
Thursday night behind the earmark moratorium touted by
party conservatives as a way to
restore the GOP's credibility
with voters.
It failed on a 71-29 vote.
Only three Democrats joined
with Hillary Rodham Clinton
and Barack Obama in voting for
it.
The underlying House and
Senate Democratic federal
budget plans for 2009, though
nonbinding, drew blasts from
Republicans for allowing some
or all of Bush's tax cuts to die in
about three years.
The House passed its $3 trillion budget plan by a 212-207
vote. It would provide generous
increases to domestic programs
but bring the government's
ledger back into the black, but
only by letting all of Bush's tax
cuts expire at the end of 2010 as
scheduled.
The Senate passed a companion plan by a 51-44 vote. It
endorsed extending $340 billion
of Bush's tax cuts but balked at
continuing all of them. The
competing versions head to talks
in which the House is all but
certain to accept the Senate's

position endorsing tax cuts for Thursday
night's
vote.
the working poor, married cou- "Amencans are sick and tired of
ples, people with children and the way we do business in
for those inhenting large estates. Washington. As president, I
MI three major presidential promise the American people ...
candidates interrupted their the first earmarked, pork-barrel
campaigns for a Senate vote-o- bill that comes across my desk,
raraa that began before noon and I'll veto it."
included more than 40 roll calls.
However, on taxes, the
Maine Republicans Susan Arizona Republican voted to
Collins and Olympia Snowe extend the full roster of Bush's
crossed over to support the bill; tax cuts, which he opposed
Evan Bayh of Indiana was the seven years ago as being tilted
sole Democrat to vote no.
in favor of the wealthy.
Budget plans are nonbinding,
Democratic rivals Clinton of
but they highlight the difficult New York and Obama of Illinois
choices on taxes and spending both voted to extend only some
facing the next president and of Bush's tax cuts while allowCongress. Binding votes on the ing cuts in income tax rates and
expiring Bush tax cuts will be investments expire. They joined
left to his successor and the other Democrats in a 52-47 vote
Congress that's elected in against extending $376 billion
November.
of them.
The practice of inserting
Republicans hope to use the
"earmarked" spending into leg- votes as fodder for the heated
islation is seen by lawmakers in presidential campaign and for
both parties a birthright power congressional
races.
of the purse awarded to "Democrats are quietly but very
Congress by the Founding assuredly paving the way for a
Fathers. Earmarks have explod- massive, economy-choking, tax
ed in number and cost in recent increase," said Rep. Jim
years, accompanied by charges McCrery, R-La.
of abuse and public outrage over
Democrats said the plans
egregious examples like the pro- would reverse years of deficits
posed "bridge to nowhere" in that have piled up during Bush's
Alaska, which would have cost tenure. They said he squandered
more than $200 million to serve trillions of dollars in projected
an island with a population of surpluses that he inherited in
about 50.
2001. "The Democratic budget
McCain, who has battled continues to move our nation in
with members of both parties a new direction and to clean up
over them for years, blamed the fiscal train wreck caused by
pork barrel spending for the failed Republican economic
Republicans losing control of policies over the last seven
Congress in the 2006 elections.
years," said House Majority
"This may be the last bastion Leader Steny Royer, D-Md.
in America where they don't get
Democrats argued that when
it," he told reporters after the time comes, they'll renew

tax cuts aimed at the middle
class by closing billions of dollars worth of corporate and ocher
tax loopholes. They also say billions more can be raised bg
cracking down on tax cheats.
In the House, Democrats
defeated a GOP plan that would
have extended Bush's reductions. The Republican plan alsi
would have eliminated the alter
native minimum tax, which was
originally designed years ago ts
make sure rich people pay
least some tax but now threatens
more than 20 million additional
taxpayers with increases averag;
ing $2,000. Some 38 mostly,
moderate Republicans voted
against their party's plan, which
would have made cuts in popto!
tar programs like Medicare;
housing, community development and the Medicaid health,
care program. Congress' annual,
budget debate involves a nonbinding resolution that sets thei
stage for later bills affecting
taxes, benefit programs such as
Medicare and the annual appropriations bills. Unless such fof.
6
low-up legislation is passedi
however, the budget debate has,'
little real effect and is mostly
about making statements about
party priorities.
Democrats trumpeted thelg
plan for putting the budget back
in balance while also making
investments in infrastructurei
education, community develop;.,
ment, clean energy and other
programs. It also would avoid
$196 billion in Bush-proposed
cuts to Medicare and the
Medicaid health care progrartf
for the poor and disabled.

Consumers prices post best reading in 6 months

The funeral for Billie J. Brittain was Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Delehanty Funeral Home Ltd., Loves Park, Ill., with the
WASHINGTON (AP) - weeks. Crude oil hit a record core inflation in February left months, still above the Federal,
Rev. Angelo Bonacquisti officiating. Burial was in the Willwood
Consumer inflation, which had high this week above $110 per underlying inflation rising by Reserve Board's comfort rangeBurial Park.
been pushing relentlessly high- barrel and gasoline pump prices 2.3 percent over the past 12 of 1 percent to 2 percent.
Mr. Brittain, 74, of South Beloit, Ill., died Friday, March 7, 2008.
er, posted its mildest reading in jumped to a national record of
at 9:50 p.m. at his home.
six months in February as the $3.267. But for February, enerBorn Jan. 6, 1934, in Murray, Ky., he was the son of William and
costs of energy and food moder- gy prices posted a 0.5 percent 'Service After Sale
Mary Boggess Brittain. He married Faye Stanley in Corinth, Miss., ated. The relief was expected to decline with gasoline prices
1
on Aug. 6, 1953, and she died Oct. 23, 1995. Also preceding him in be short-lived, given that energy falling by 2 percent, the biggest
'Full Parts Dept.
death were one son, Tommy on Aug. 25, 1973; one sister, Wilma, prices have resumed their drop since last August.
and one brother, Virgil.
upward climb.
Food costs, which have been
'locally Owned &
Survivors include one daughter, Attie Allen and husband, George,
The Labor Department surging, also moderated a bit,
South Beloit; three sons, Billy Brittain and wife, Cindy, and Joe reported today that consumer rising by 0.4 percent following a
Opereed
Brittain and wife, Jody, all of Rockford, 111., and Steve Brittain and prices were unchanged last huge 0.7 percent jump in
wife. Jennifer, of Loves Park, Ill.; two foster sons, Steve Davis, month, a much better perform- January. The price of vegetaimur
Oxnard, Calif., and Gene Bray and wife, Diana, of Freeport. Ill.; spe- ance than the 0.3 percent gain bles, fruit, poultry and pork all
cial friends, Susie and Mike Keeton of Stillman Valley and Cathy that had been expected.
declined. But the price of cereal
Allen of Rockford; three brothers, Harold Brittain, Lonnie Brittain
Core
inflation,
which and bakery products shot up by
212 F. Main Street • 753-1586
and John Brittain and wife, Nancy, all of Kentucky; 11 grandchil- excludes energy and food, was 1.8 percent, its largest monthly
dren; numerous great-grandchildren; and several nieces and also well-behaved, with an increase since January 1975.
unchanged reading in February Part of the rise in food costs
nephews.
following a worrisome 0.3 per- reflects higher energy prices
cent jump in January.
which raise transportation costs.
The
better-than-expected Also food prices have been
February inflation reading will under upward pressure because
likely be reversed in coming of the increased demand for
Jewell Anderson Gilliam
Jewell Anderson Gilliam, 91, of Water Valley, died March 12, months, considering the big corn to use in the production of
2008 at Spring Creek Health Care Murray, Ky. He was born in a log surge in energy prices in recent ethanol. The flat reading for
cabin Sept. 4, 1916 in the Palmore community of
Graves County to the late John Boyd Gilliam and
Eula Mae Williams Gilliam. Two infant brothers
preceded him in death.
Mr. Gilliam was a retired rural mail carrier who
served the Water Valley and Pilot Oak areas from
Investments Since 1854
,t rte.
1959 to 1978. A veteran of World War II, he served
in the Aleutian Islands, Alaska. He was among the
Dow Jones Ind. 5g. .12030.0. 115.8
landing force on Attu Island's Massacre Bay May
Air Products
_89.08 • 1.42
.............24.86 -0.14
12, 1942 and participated in the liberation of the
Kroger ........
Aleutians from the Japanese. He saw hand to hand
-35.04 - 0.46
AT&T. Inc.
Mattel
.....--..-19.91 • 037
Gilliam
combat and was present at the famous Banzai
BB&T...__.,3137-037
.0.55
McDonalds ....
charge. Upon his discharge from the service he
Briggs & Stratton ............17.03 • 0.46
Merck .,,....,.._...._41.42.0.51
attended the University of Tennessee at Martin and
Bristol Myers Squibb __21.02 • 039
was founder of Gilliam Lure Company. Mr. Gilliam
7530 • 0.37
Caterpillar
• 0.06
J.C. Penney .....
designed many original and innovative fishing lures
Chevron
Texaco
Corp
85.61
- 1.43
which were shipped all over the country. Many of the
Pepsico, Inc. ......_..,.,_...68.93 • 031
Daimler Chrysler
• 133
Regardless of your prior credit history: Good
modern lures used today are based upon his original designs. In 1995
Dean Foods......-_---...19.98 - 0.27
he was featured in an article in the National Fishing Lure Collectors'
or bad, our company specializes in securing
Regions Financial ...
20.92 - 0.21
Exxon-Mobil -______86.21 • 0.84
Journal and made an honorary lifetime member of the organization.
loans for the every situation. We have over 20
Schering-Plough........._- 18.82 • 038
He continued tying flies into old age and proudly passed the art to
Ford Motor
5.35 - 0.04
Sears
Holding
015
financial institutions that are competing daily
his grandson.
General Electric _______33.72 - 0.53
Time
-------.14.17
034
Darner
An enthusiastic outdoorsman he excelled at fly fishing and was an
to provide someone just like you with
General Motors
20.03 • 0.2S
avid wildlife conservationist. He loved to work with his hands and
IS Bancorp -__-_--..-32.21 - 0.46
financing
for that new vehicle you deserve
GlaloSmithIsline ADR 4078.
0.66
his handmade fishing rods and gunstocks will always be treasured by.
1ST
--__..-5631 + 1.06
Goodrich
_60.18
•
0.18
his family. He also loved to garden and was well known for the mar• 0.36
WellPoint Inc .....
Goody ear
-.-.-25.65 - 0.24
velous melons he produced. Mr. Gilliam was proud to trace his line49%.
Sal-Mart
0.64
HopFed Bank
13.74 B 13.99 A
age back to 1663 Virginia and some of our country's earliest pioNow
I
B
M
114.40-1.51
neers. He was a member of the Church of Christ. He is survived by
his wife of 62 years. Charlotte Brown Gilliam. Spring Creek, to
whom he was married May 10, 1945, one daughter Kimberly Byars
and her husband Bud and one grandson, John Christopher Byars, all
Financial Consultants (1.-RI:
of Murray. A private graveside service will be held at Mount
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Pleasant Cemetery. Graves County where Mr. Gilliam will be
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
or Apply Online At
interred among four generations of his family. Father Michael
270.753.3366 800.444-1854
Williams will officiate. J .H. Churchill is in charge of arrangements.
Mzurs: 9 On a .rn M-F
The family requests no expressions of sympathy, only fond memones of a long life well lived.
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New Car, Truck,
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You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • Lire • Long Term Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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COMMUNITY
Spring Fever Music Fest
will be held at Central park
Murray State Recreation students will present Spring Fever
Music Fest, a benefit concert
for Main Street Youth of Murray on Saturday. April 19. from
2 to 6:30 p.m.
The concert will feature local
talents in Rock, Christian Rock
and Country/Bluegrass. The
show will be at the amphitheater in Murray-Calloway County C'erural Park.
This event is rain or shine.
If it rains, however, the concert will be moved to the shelter by Playhouse in the Park.
which is also located in Central Park.

There is no cover charge
for this concert, but donations
will be collected for Main
Street Youth throughout the
day. Raffle tickets for vanous
prizes may be purchased at the
event which will also help raise
money for Main Street Youth.
The radio station. 106.7
WZZL Rocks, will be doing a
live broadcast from the concert.
Visit the event's page on
Faccbook and on MySpace for
more information on bands,
food. prizes and more: or contact Judy Brookhiser at 8095449.

- 834

Make a Difference Day will
be Saturday at Stewart Stadium
Make A Difference Da) will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the parking
lot of Murray State Universit) Stewart Stadium.
This is sponsored by the county and
city family resource centers.
Present will be a super shredder, sponsored by The Murray Bank, to shred up
to 51 pounds of personal documents.

lo's
Datebook

An Angel Alert for a washing machine
By Jo Burkeen for a family has been issued by the Murray
Family Resource Youth Services Center. Any
Community
one having one to donate is asked to call
Editor
Julie Stone, coordinator of the center at 759-

{:))uen/ Weminders

IIP

STUDENTS OF MONTH: Named as students of the month
for February of the sixth grade at Calloway County Middle
School were Destiny Wendling, Ian Rogers, Courtney Outland
and Trey Duncan Students were chosen because of outstanding character. work habits, behavior and cooperation
with their peeers and teachers

Roberson and Washington
speak at New Beginnings
She has her own support group

which meets at the public library
on the third Wednesday of each
month at 5:30 p.m. For more
in
on
her
group, you
may
call
227-4)521.
ierdiPie
Also
speaking on
that night
•
was
Amy
Washington,
Theatre.,
Roberson who shared
1006 Chestnut St.
some of her
NO CHECKS
personal experiences. one being
her stay in Iraq in the Army
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAR. 2C She
now lives in the area with
!
her husband
and
baby
Horton Hears A Who
daughter.
G • 125 • 335 - 6:5S • r+ -.She
also
spoke of her
College Road Trip
interest arid
G- 1:10- 3:15 - 7:10-9( work with
children and
Juno
families
t, 115 - 325 - 7 2ti - 9 2. ,;',
The nest
Washington Session of
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 5 PM
the support
ON sar g ci,!N 1Y,v
group will he at 6:30 p.m on
Saturday at Westside Baptist
Never Back Down
Church, Murray. The speaker
PG13 - 1 20 • 3.50 - 7.25 - 9-50
will be Scott Owens "Choices' will be his topic of dis10,000 B.C.
cussion.
These sessions are free and
Pc13•14(1. t oil .7
open to the public and especially focused for people who
Semi-Pro
have faced issues with MAUR - 1 00 - 3 10 - 7 35 - 9 35
.crAtion. Escryone is invited
to come bring a dish for (he
Vantage Point
potluck meal and a Bible More
Pc- ' 7.345•-fic.Q-in
information may be obtained
••
by calling Ron and Linda
Iowan kilannation C817513314:
Wright at 753-0156.

speak on vocational, educ.111(41al. and rehabilitation opportunmes at its meeting on March
I. Roberson is a Licensed Professional Clinical Counselor.
who works privately and with
the Paducah Public School System as .5 school psychologist.

moviesinmurray.com

ill

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library. For more information
contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Photo prooded

New Beginnings Support
Group heard Ian Roberson

9592

Photo provided

ALPHA MEETING: Serving as hostesses for the last meeting
of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club were,
from left, Alice Koenecke, Janet Dees and MaRlene Beach
The department will meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m at the club
house

The following are reminders of events planned for this week
that were recently published in the Munn% Ledger & Times.

iIR

Angel Alert issued

Brandy Watkins, daughter of Wayne and Cathy Watkins of
Hazel, and Joshua Harper, son of Jennifer and Michael Shaw
of Hardin and Jimmy and Kim Harper of Draffenville, will be
married today, Friday. March 14. 2008. in a private ceremony.
Misty Faye Duncan, daughter of Billy and Gina Duncan
Brown and the late Kim A. Duncan. and Charles Justin Holland, son of Stephen and Lynda Holland. will be married Saturday. March IS. 2008. at 2 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church, Hazel. A reception will follow the
ceremony. All relatives and friends are invited.
Shama Renee Spann. daughter of Rick and Lisa Spann of
Murray, and Jamie Don McClure, son of Gary and Sondra
McClure of Murray, will be married in a private ceremony. A
reception will be Saturday. March IS. 2(8)8, from 6 to 8 p.m.
at the Woodmen of World Building on C.C. Lowry Drive,
Murray All relatives and friends are invited.
Mari Suzanne Clinton. daughter of Bill and Phylesia (hisson of Symsonia, and Landon Corey Flexter, son of Kevin
and Deborah Rester of Chauncy, Ill., will be married Saturday. March IS, 2008, at Goshen United Methodist Church.
Invitations have been sent.
Mackenzie Elisabeth Miller, son of Steve and Christine
Miller Sr. ot Benton, and Steven Wayne Lofton, son of Paulette
and Harley Cannon of Calvert City and Wayne Lofton of Benton, will be married Sunday. March 16. 2008. at I p.m. at
Hardin Church of Christ, Hardin. All relatives and friends are
invited
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dee Ray of Puryear. Tenn., will be
honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday. March lb. 2008. from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Christian Life Center of Puryear United Methodist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that
gifts be omitted.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Howard Riley of Mayfield. will be
honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, March lb, 2008, from 1:30 to 3:30
p m. at Nonhside Church of Christ Fellowship Hall, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that
gifts be omitted.
Mr. and Mrs. BWy Gerald Rodgers of Farmington will
be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday. March 16. 2(108. from 2 to 4 p m. at
Farmington Baptist Church. Farmington.
Mr. and MM. Larry Puckett of Murray will celebrate their
binh wedding anniversary on Sunday. March 16, 2008.

Donations requested
The Gentry House Home- detergent, bleach, cleaning supless Shelter and Merryman plies, towels, washcloths.
House Domestic Crisis Center. kitchen linens, pot holders.
both of Murray. are partnering alarm clocks and old cell
up and asking for help with phones. Items may be taken
items needed to assist clients to their office at 629 Broad
that have been misplaced from St.. Ext.. between the hours of
their permanent homes Many 8 a.m. and noon. Monday
ot these individuals have chil- through Thursday.
dren
Both offices are United Way
Current items need are agencies and located in the
kitchen trash hags, toilet paper. same building.
paper towels, shampoo and conFor more information call
ditioner, dish soap, laundry 761-6802 or 759-2373.
•

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Lodge meeting

Monday

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday at the lodge hall for a potluck supper at 6:30 p.m.
and the meeting at 7:30 p.m. Work will be in the Fellowcraft
degree. Max Rogers, master, urges all Masons to attend.

United Way schedules event
The United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have
its annual -Chairs. Etc." auction on Saturday. April 19. Artist
applications are available and are due at the United Way office
by March 17 to give an idea of how many will be participating. Any artists interested in participating in the auction must
turn their finished artwork in by April 7 to the United Way
office, located in the Weaks Community Center with Peggy
Billington as director. Tickets for the auction are available b).
calling 753-0317.

'Fly High with Homemakers' Saturday

"Fly High with Homemakers" will be Saturday from II
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church building, 503 Maple St.. Murray. Featured will be fun, games. food
and prizes for all the family. For information call 753-1452.

Dance Performance tonight
Jackson Purchase Dance Company will hold its Dessert Performance. "Where the Wild Things Are," tonight at 7 in the
Murray State University Lovett auditorium. This is a contemporary story/ballet based on the children's book by Maurice
Sendak. Audience members will be able to partake of the
desserts. Admission will be charged, but no reservations will
be taken.

Kirksey plans final registration
Kirksey Park will have its final registration from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. on Saturday at the Kirksey United Methodist Church.
For information call Diana at 1-270-527-2072 or Joey at 4892620.

Old Jar Heads will meet
The Old Jar Heads, former of U.S.M.C.L.. will meet Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliai's for Dutch treat lunch.

Horticulture club plans promotion

Murray State University Club Houseplant Sale will be today.
until 4 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. to I p.m. at Pullen
Farm Greenhouse Complex, located at corner of Locust and
Hickory Streets. Funds will benefit horticulture students. FOr
information call 767-04.67.

Blood Drive on Saturday
Red Cross Blood Drive will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Wal-Mart parking lot.

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonigbt
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methoditt
Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be The
Grants and Ivan Hodge. For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666 or c-mail glory-boundOthotmail.com

Shriners Bingo tonight
Murray Shnners announced that Bingo will be tonight at
the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help
support many local and Shrine chantable activities.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Lenten fish fry today
St. Leo Catholic Church will have its last annual Lenten
fish fry today from 4:30 to 6:30 in the Parish Hall of the
church. Served will be catfish, fries or baked potato, cole slaw.
white beans. hushpuppies. dessert and drink. The public is
invited. For more information call 753-3876.

Order of the Arrow Lodge plans work

The local Order of the Arrow Lodge. the service society of
the Boy Scouts of America. will have a work weekend at the
Murray-Calloway County Park on today. Saturday and Sunday
Members of the lodge will work on erosion control and the
replacement of a foot bridge as a service project for the community. All former Order of the Arrow members are encouraged to stop by the courthouse pavilion at noon or the park
at any other time to visit with the current lodge members.

Spring registration planned
Calloway County Preschool/Head Start spring registration
for the 2008-09 school year will be today until 2 p.m. at the
Calloway County Preschool. Registration will also be April 25
(rum 8 cm. to 2 p.m. and May 13 from 2:45 to 5:45 p.m.
For information call 762-7410.
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Foundation of Excellence

nnottncezr2eniss

Garrett Curtis
Lamb
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Lamb
of Pottertown Road, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Garrett
Curtis Lamb, born on Sunday,
Feb. 24, 2008, at 7:49 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 5 pounds
14 ounces and measured 18
inches. A brother is J.W. Lamb
and a sister is Katherine Herndon. The mother is the former Lisa Warner.
Grandparents are Curt and
Lita Warner of Murray and Bonnie and Danny Ringstaff of
Mayfield.

Luke
Raymond
Chancellor

Photo provided

Pictured are members of the Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club visiting the Murray
Tourism office at the old postoffice building.
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Theta members take tour of
special places in Murray
Members of the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club met for the
February meeting for a luncheon at August Moon Restuar,
ant.
The hostesses, Sue Miller,
'Joan Adams and Judy Rose,
decorated the table and had
special favors for all those
present.
Becky Rutledge, co-chair,
presided at the meeting. Reports
were given by Mary Lawson,
secretary; Sylvia Puckett. treasurer.
Later the group went by
Murray Transit bus to visit the
Life House, the Judicial Building and Murray Tourism, located in the old postoffice building.
The department will meet
-Monday at 12:30 p.m. at the
, club house for the annual
fundraising auction. Mary Lawson, Oneida Boyd and Jo Burkeen will serve as hostesses.
All members are urged to
„attend.

Photo provided

Lynn Dowdy, left, of The Foundation for Excellence recently
presented a $600 check to Cindi Alderdice for her special
project to prevent teen pregnancy at Murray High School.

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wayne
Chancellor are the parents of
a son, Luke Raymond Chancellor, born on Saturday, Feb.
16, 2008, at 8:02 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
9 ounces and measured 19.5
inches. A sister is Allison and
a brother is Cole. The mother is the former Lara Elena
Koym.
Grandparents are Ray and
Dana Koym of Benton, Gregand Shen-el Chancellor of
Olive.
Great-grandparents are Kenneth and Evalyn Starks of Benton and Louis Stevens of Manchester.

Photo provided

Lynn Dowdy, left of The Foundation for Excellence recently
presented a check for $600 to Janet Caldwell, principal at
Murray Elementary School, for the Tiger Tales publication.

Tax form
help offered

Photo provided

Pictured are Joan Adams, left, and Sue Miller, hostesses, with
Miller's granddaughter, Shaylee Cullop, at the meeting of the
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
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Free tax help from AARP
tax counselors is available for
low and middle income, with
special attention to those ages
60 and older at the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray. each Wednesday from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. through April
2. Services are provided on a
first come, first served basis.
For information call Teri
Cobb at the center at 7530929.
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Photo provided

Lynn Dowdy, left, of The Foundation for Excellence recently
presented a check for $320 to Hope Foster, right, for her special project, "Earn-A-4, which promotes high achievement on
open response questions from students at Murray Middle
School. Pictured in center is Sang Ha, student.
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FIVE GENERATIONS: Pictured are Ruby Mae Jones, formerly of Murray, Ky., holding her
great-great-granddaughter, Jasmine Colbert. On her right is her granddaughter, Janene
Steward, on her left is her great-granddaughter, Ashley Chappell, and standing back is her
daughter, Sara Phillips They all reside in Wartrace, Tenn.
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New Concord Church of Christ
cordially invites you to a Gospel Meeting!

You asked for even greater flexibility to save
with Mediacom and we listened. Mediacom now has ways to
save whether you want just one, two or all three of our services.

Epic Battles of the Bible
(and what we can learn from them...)

You Choose The Services. You Choose The Savings!

March 16th - 19th, 2008
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oil 25
p.m.

Featuring Josh Herndon

CHOOSE ANY:

Ministerfrom Union Hill Chun h of Chris:

II SERVICE

SCHEDULE OF DATES & TOPICS;
March 16 - Sunday Morning Bible Class at 9:00 am
2 Arwrwc Destroyed by Song III Chronicler 201-5)
Sunday Morning Worship at 9:30 am
150,000 versus 7.232(1 Kings 20 /-341

2SERVICES

3

SERVICES

SAVE FOR:

MARCH 17-19 BEGINNING EACH NIGHT AT 7:00 PM
Monday the 17th - The Real 300(Judges 6-71
Taesday the lath - House of 185.000 Corpses(11 Kings 18-20)
Wednesday the lade -1 Daskey's Head dada Side ofDove Dung (IT Kings 6-7)
Phaftf/0/Ar.r4
.SOOT le-tat .Wille..f.4;A,
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lfaeerk,/

New Conco
rd Church of Christ
121 Artecian Dr. • P.O. Box 319• Niew Concord, K1 42076
270-436-5635 • e-mail: well@ wk.net

EACH SERVICE JUST:

95.

6MONTHS
12MONTHS
18MONTHS

4
A MONT,
PLUS TAXES
AND FEES
Standard

There will he zi fellowship Medi fallowing the Sunday Morning Worthi1i Sen.

Sunday Evening Worship at 7:30 pm
The 1.000000 Footmen (11 Chmnieles 14-16)

Includes Caller ID,
Voice Mail and
12 other featuresl

Installation Only S1995

1-8iV2T97
31847 Mediacorn
mediacomcable.com
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
SEVENTH DAY ADVEN'rLET
Worship
Sat 900 am
Sabbath School
Sat 10 15•na

111111.4111

wt. MARE'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield High•s,. Beeson. KY 4e01.5
210 627 NUM
Sarney
101.41•in
Feast Day Serowe contact the Vacua ...fit 1.319

APOSTOLIC
APOSIYOUC HOWE FELLOWSHIP
105)• in
Sunday
Tuesday
b 45 p ni
Thuradav
h 45 p in

ASSEMBLIES Sr SOB
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morrung Worship 10.31)•in
Sunday Evening Worship 6-00 p in
Wednesday Bible Study
700 p in

SAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11.00 a in
Evening Worship
600 p in
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10•m
Worship
11 a m.* pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHL/RCH
Sunday School
9 46 a m
Morning Services
1100•m
Evening Services
600 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6 30 p m
Sunday School
1000am
Worship Service
11 00•in
Sunday Night
600 pm
ELM GROVE EIMPTIST
Sunday School
900•m
Worship
10 00 a tn A 600pm
Discipleship Training
500 pm

LONE °AY PRIMITIVE
2:00 p in
1s1 SundAy
ird Sunday
2-00 pm
SEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Warship
1000•in
Evening Worship
600 p
NOCNT BORES FREIWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
931)a ni
Worship
11 00• m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
II 00• in
Evening Worship
600 pm
NORTIISIDE
Morning Worship
1000 a in
Evening Worship
6:00 pin

RAaim= LAND
kapiumurs INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7 pm
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p in
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p in

God Is With Us
Recently, while at the hospital
for some medical tests, I

SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10•in
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p rn

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
W3U711 MARBRALL
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saw

a

sign above a person's desk that
read, "Good Morning, This is
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God, I will be handling all your
problems today. I will not need
your help; so, Have a Good
Day." "Have a good day" is
used

frequently

so

about everyone

by
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HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10 30 am &6pm
Wednesday Family Training
7 p in

become a meaningless cliche.

when I read this
sign, I really took it to heart because I was reminded that God is always with us, and I could truly
have a good day. No matter what problems or
blessings we may encounter each day, we can be
sure that God is there to strengthen and help us,
and give us peace. The Bible tells us thati two thousand years ago a virgin gave birth to a Son, and He
was called Immanuel, which means "God is with
us," and He is still with us today. Everyone needs
to have a good day and reflecting God's love to others will help us all to have a better day.
However,

The Lord gives strength to His people
and blesses them with peace.
Good News Bible Psalm 29:11
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do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13
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NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
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I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 Timothy 4:7

LEDGER & TIMES

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
'cord offaith, which WE' preach.
-Romans 10:8
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Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
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Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
W.Muw •Murray•1711-753-14162

PVRCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
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oh a Personal Touch
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And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3
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Methodist churches plan services for Holy Week
Calloway County Cluster of United Methodist
Churches have scheduled special Holy Week services during the coming week.
On Sunday, Martin's Chapel will have a
potluck meal at 5 p.m. with the service at
6:30 p.m. with Rev. John Archer preaching;
and Palestine United Methodist will have a
potluck meal at 5 p.m. with Bro. Joe Thorn
preaching at 6 p.m.
First United Methodists will have services
at noon with a luncheon to follow Monday
through Friday. Speakers will be Rev. Karen
Welch of New—Life Church on Monday; Dr.
Chuck Rolen of First Christian Church on Tuesday; Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbnuen of St. John's
Episcopal Church on Wednesday; Bishop Joe
Pennel as speaker on Thursday and Friday.
Maundy Thursday service will be at 7 p.m.
Thursday and Good Friday service at 7 p.m.
with Bishop Pennel as speaker.
On Monday Bro. David Allbritten will speak
at 7 p.m. and on Tuesday Bro. Richard Dowdy
will speak at Palestine United Methodist Church.
Rev. Mickey Carpenter will speak at 7 p.m.

The Bible,
astronomy
& astrology
Question: Does the
Bible say anything about
astrology? I thought
astrology was a legitimate
science.
Answ\er.he science of
astronomy,which is the
study of stars, plants,
comets, galaxies and their
movements, did have its
beginnings in astrology; but
those who now engage in
the legitimate scientific study
of astronomy consider astrology to be a
pseudoscience.
The science of
astronomy
involves
the obserWhat Would vation and
Jesus Do? recording
of the
By Richard
Youngblood, movement
of celestial
Minister at
objects.
University
These
Church of
observaChrist
tions have
been useful in making calendars and for navigation of
the seas and of space.
Astrology, however, takes the
study of celestial bodies a
step further into the belief
that the movement of these
bodies controls and influences events and personalities
on earth.
The history of astrology
can be traced back to the
Chaldeans and Babylonians
2,000 years before Christ
and to the belief that the
heavenly bodies were actually gods. With this belief,
ancient pagan religions
recorded the regular movements of star. and planets in
an attempt to calculate how
events on earth were controlled by these so-called
gods. Unusual phenomena
like comets and eclipses
were interpreted as omens of
wars and calamities. These
religions attempted to determine future events like the
fate of kings, armies and
empires by "reading the
heavens." With the rise of
modern scientific studies.
asttology has been considered
a pseudoscience or superstition because no scientific
evidence has been found to
support its claims.
In contrast to faith in
astrology. Christians believe
in the personal God who
created and controls the uni
verse. Astrology replaces
the worship of God, our cre
star, with the worship of
created things like the sun.
moon and stars. In describing the sinful world on
which God's wrath is poured
out, the apostle Paul said:
"They exchanged the truth of
God for a lie, and worshiped
and served created things
rather than the Creator(Romani 1 -25). The sun,

•See Page 10A

CHURCHES
Wednesday at Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
On Thursday, a Maundy Thursday service
will be at 7 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Good Friday services will be at 7 p.m. at
Mason's Chapel and Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Churches.
A Sunrise Easter service will be at 6 a.m.
at Kirksey United Methodist Church and at 6
a.m. for Palestine United Methodist Church at
Kenlake State Resort Park.

St. John's
Episcopal Church
plans
services
Holy Week services will be held at St.
John's Episcopal Church during the coming week.

according to the Rev. Rose Bogal-allbtitten..
The Eucharist. Prayer Book Rite of Healing, will be at 5 p.m. Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
On Maundy Thursday an Agape Meal followed by foot washing will start at 6 p.m
Bread, cheese, fruit, wine and juice will be
shared in the parish hall, in memory of the
night Jesus shared the Las Supper with friends.
Communion and Service of Stripping the altar
will be at 7 p.m. (Incense will be used during this service) Prayer vigil will be until midnight.
Stations of the Cross will be at noon in the
Memorial Garden. Good Friday Liturgy will
be at 7 p.m. with communion from reserve
Sacrament.
Holy Saturday Liturgy will be at 9 a.m.
Saturday.
Great Vigil of Easter will be at 8 p.m. This
will be a service of readings, music and Holy
Communion beginning in darkness and ending
in resurrection joy. There will be a Baptism at
this service and a reception will follow. Incense
will also be used at this service cc.
Festival Eucharist on Sunday will be at

10:30 a.m. followed by an Easter egg hunt.

Promise Keepers
speaker will speak
here
Saturday
First Baptist Church of Murray will host
nationally known and Promise Keepers speaker Adrain Despres on Saturday at 6 p.m.
"The doors will open at 5 p.m. and the
event is free of charge. This is not a denominational specific event, it's Celebrate Jesus
event," said Lance Allison, chairman of event.
The Four Chairs" message delivered by
Despres examines four categories we fall into
in our relationship with Christ. After describing each category (or chair), Despres will
remind the audience that God is only fully
glorified in our life when you're sitting in the
first chair.
For more information go to his website at
adriandespres.com or contact Allison at 293-4164.
This event is open to both men and women.

ChurchBulletins
Various churches have
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "Who
Is This?" with scripture from
Matthew at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Todd E. Hill is
choir director with Lee Kern
as pianist. Assisting will be
Eva Hopkins, Elizabeth Gilliam
and Craig and Lori Weeder,
ushers. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m., Fellowship Coffee by Presbyterian Women following the worship service and
Korean Worship at 4 p.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
about -The Right Road - Loved
and Called by God" with scripture from Romans 1:8-15 at
the worship services at 8, 9:15
and 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Sunday school will be held
during all three morning worship times. Sunday evening
service will be at 6 p.m. No
Wednesday evening service will
be held, but the church will
celebrate The Lord's. Supper
together on Thursday at 7 p.m.
at church on US Hwy. 641.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, senior minister, will speak about "Riding
Into Jerusalem" with scripture
from Mark 11:1-10 at the
Early Light service at 8:45 a.m.
and the traditional worship service at II a.m. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is director of music with
Joan Bowker as organist. The
chancel choir and Kids N Praise
will sing "Let Your Glad Hosannas Ring" at the second service. Kristen Shepard will give
the children's message at both
services. Acolytes will be Lucas
Hill and Jordan Nagy with
Sheri Hill as acolyte parent.
Also assisting will be Holly
Bloodworth. Terry Olson, Gary
Vacca. Blake Vacca, Will Blackford, and James Weatherly.
Goshen United Methodist:
Marsha Dorgan. a graduate of
Murray State University, will

speak about her work with the
African University Dream Farm
at the 9 a.m. worship service.
Tom Villaflor will be assistant.
Jo Lovett and Steve Sexton
will be greeters. Serving as
acolytes will be Elizabeth and
Nicholas Brunn. Children's
church will be directed by Pastor Mark Earheart. April Arnold
will direct the choir with Pat
Brunn, Renee Doyle and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. Sunday School with Tim Chaney
as superintendent will be at
10:15 a.m. The youth and adults
of both Goshen and Kirksey
churches will meet at Goshen
at 6 p.m. with youth in the
family fellowship center and
adults in the sanctuary.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, senior minister, will speak about "Jesus
Prepares for Death" with scripture from John 12.•1-2, 9-11
at the 9 a.m. worship service
and about "Jesus Prays for His
Disciples, including You" with
scripture from John 17-20-21
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Leading the song service will
be Todd Walker, associate minister. Also assisting will be
Randy Young, Rodney Lowe,
Frank Brandon, Jerry Ainley.
Ray Dunn, Chip Adams, Allen
McKeel, Tommy Carraway,
Kenneth Cleaver and Dennis
Abell. A short worship service
will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
classes at 10:15 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Dr.
Travis Plumlee will speak at
the 8:30 and 10;50 a.m. worship services and Bro. Martin
Sevems, pastor, at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Jeff Prater is
minister of music and Misty
Williams and Kathy Thweatt
are accompanists. Pratter and
Danny McGrew will present
special music at the second service. Assisting will be Randy
Wilson, deacon of the week,
Allen Campbell, yokefellow,
and Ron James for Sunday
School report. Sunday School
will be at 9:40 a.m.
North
Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian:

You're Invited to
Westsf2e Baptist Church's

Holy
Treasure Hunt
Sat., March 15th
10 am-12 Noon
For Ages Birth - 6th Grade

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH

Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "Who Is Your
Jesus?" with scripture from
Matthew 21:1-11 at the II a.m.
worship service. Camme CAA
will be song leader with Pvt*a
garet Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn Orr, pastor, will speak
about "A Celebration of the
Good News" with scripture
from Luke 2:10-11 and
Corinthians /5:1-26 at the
10:30 a.m. worship service and
about "How to Study the Bible:
The Parable of the Sower" at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Tommy Scott is minister of
music. The choir will sing "The
Power of the Cross" and
"Heartbeat"
with
Janice
Schecter and Jonathan Burgess
as soloists at the morning hour.
Joseph Winchester will play a
piano solo and Rita and Jerry
Burkeen will sing at the evening
hour. Deacons of the week will
be David Smotherman and John
Yez,erski. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. T-Ray Manley
is minister to youth and Shelly
Harris is minister to Preschool
& Children.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "There's Something
About That Name" with scripture from Matthew 21:6-11 at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service. The chancel choir will sing
"Hosanna to The Lord Triumphant" Kevin Suiter on percussion. Assisting will be Mike
Ridley. worship leader; Eddie
Phelps and June VanderMolen,
elders; Mallory Cathey, Tommy
Durham, Erica Gray, Denny
Lane. Steve Parker and Fred
Wells, diaconate.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham. pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and the 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Kaylee Peterson
will sing a solo at the morning service and Gunner Nance

Photo provided

DEAN HONORED BY UMW: The United Methodist Women
of Murray First United Methodist Church have selected Robin
Dean, left, as outstanding United Methodist Woman of 2008.
Paula Hulick, UMW President, is presenting the award. One of
Dean's many contnbutions to First United Methodist Church
included Chair of the Committee of Caring Friends Ministry.
at the evening hour. Eddie Morris will give the children's sermon. Micah Sugg is youth director. Assisting will be James
Rose, deacon of the week, and
Walter Bell. Greg Fortner, Mike
Davis and B.J. Koenecke, ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Alan Trull,
pastor. will bring a two-part
sermon on the Easter Story
with scripture from Isaiah 53:38 at the 11 a.m. worship service. Alyssa Jones, youth director, will present the Youth
Moments. The choir will sing
-This Is the Day" with Karen
Coles and Sharon Myatt, accompanists. Assisting will be Frank
Coles, worship leader. Jimmy
Myatt, lay leader. and Larry
Chrisman and Johnny Underwood, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. Jeanine Cauthen will conduct a Beth Moore
Bible Study each Wednesday

at 7 p.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Rev. Alan Trull. pastor, will
bring a two-part sermon on the
Easter Story with scripture from
Isaiah 53:3-8 at the 9:45 a.m.
worship service. Johnna Nance
will be in charge of Children's
Church. Toni Jones is accompanist and J.W. Jones is worship leader. Sunday School will
be at II a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church: Bro. Hal Shipley will
speak at the 8:45 and II a.m.
worship services and Mark
Hardison will speak about "This
Little Light of Mine" with
scripture from Matthew 5:16
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Dee and Kathy Lipford will
lead the worship service with
Hazel
Brandon,
Susan
Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
Carol Kelly as accompanists.
Sunday School for all ages will
be at I() a.m.

IN See Page 10A

A scension
0 rthopaedics, PLLC
A Higher Level of Care
Ascension Orthopaedics is proud to welcome Jennifer Walker, Physician
Assistant, to its practice. Jennifer brings nine years ofsurgical and clinical
orthopaedic experience.
Dr. Fulbright and Jennifer offer patients the best and latest treatments in
both nonsurgical and surgical care, including minimally invasive total knee
replacements and two-incision hip replacements.
Their comprehensive knowledge in orthopaedic procedures and care ensures
Ascension Orthopaedics'commitment to providing a friendly, personal and
thorough experience for patients of all ages.

207 Robertson Rd., South
Murray, Kentucky'
753-8240

Come havefun
with crafts, snacks,
games and an
egg hunt.

B Martin Fulbright. MD.A AOS

.1pnnifer Walkpr. PA ('

300 S. 8th Street • Ste. 378W • Murray, KY
Medical Arts Building • 753-5073
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II Church Bulletins ...
From Page 9A
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will speak about
"Three Nails and A Hammer"
with scripture from Matthew
27:15-27 and Isaiah 52.14-15,
and 53.1-5 at the 9 a.m. worship service. Musicians will be
Ricky Cunningham and Glenn
Hill. Sunday School will be at
10-.30 a.m. A potluck meal will
c served at 5 p.m. and worship service with Rev. John
archer as speaker will begin
at 6:30 p.m. Coffee Break and
Discussion Type Bible Study
is each Thursday at 10 a.m.
with a meal following dunng
the Lenten season.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will speak about
"Three Nails and A Hammer"
with scripture from Matthew
27:15-37 and Isaiah 52:14-215
and 53:1-5 at the II a.m. worship service. Judy Lamb will
be pianist with Denise Schuttler as choir director. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. Rev.
Mickey Carpenter will speak
at the 7 p.m. Wednesday service with refreshments to be
served.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ry Ler Wilson, pastor, will speak

Al.11

about —The Reality of the Res- sing "Midnight in the Middle
urrection part I" with scrip- of the Day," Keith Inman and f
ture from I Corinthians 15:14- Media Erickson will be soloists.
/9 at the II a.m. worship serv- Assisting will be Rudy Forsythe
ice. Barry Thomas will be in and David Parker, deacon. and
charge of Kid's Corner. Bro. Doug Lawson. Sunday School
Terry Undertull will speak at will be at 9 a.m., AWANA at
the 6 p.m. service. Sunday 5 p.m. and the Net worship at
School will be at 10 a.m. No 8 p.m.
SWC or Kid's Bible AdvenSouth Pleasant Grove Unitture will be held due to Win- ed Methodist: Rev. Robert Jetter Jam in Nashville. Sunday ton will speak about "My Hem"
School for all ages will he at with scripture from Zechariah
10- a.m.
9:9, Psalm 118:26-29, Matthew
Calvary Temple Pente- 16:21-13. 26-56 and Luke
costal: Rev, Darrel Young, pas- 24:25-27 at the 10:45 a.m.
tor, will speak at the II a.m. worship service. Sunday School
and 6:30 p.m. worship servic- will be at 9:45 a.m., Maundy
es. JoAnn Crenshaw will direct Thursday service at 7 p.m and
'The Son Zone" for children, Easter sunrise service at 7 a.m.
ages 4 to 10, at 11 a.m. Bud Easter morning.
and Ruby Stewart will be
University Church of
greeters. Sunday School with Christ: Charley Bazzell. minclasses available for all ages ister, will speak about "Like
will be at 10 a.m.
A Shepherd Lead Us" with
AP
First Baptist: Keith Inman scripture from 1 Peter 5:1-5 Christian evangelical leader James Dobson, nght, and his wife Shirley, stand and applaud as
will be leading the church in at the 10 a.m. worship serv- President Bush, not
pictured, addresses the National Religious Broadcasters 2008 Convention
the one morning Palm Sunday ice and Richard Youngblood,
Tuesday at the Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center in Nashville, Tenn.
service at 10:30 a.m. with Kent minister, will speak about
Jackson as intenm music direc- "Problems in a Growing
tor with Lucretia Jackson and Church" with scripture from
Margaret Wilkins as accompa- Acts 6:1-7 at the 5 p.m. wornists. The sanctuary choir will ship service. Assisting will be
sign "We Cry Hosanna, Lord", Kent Sutherland, Randy Dunn
"Shalom", "Behold the Lamb", and Josh Dunn. Danny Clai"Amazing Love" and "Because borne is worship leader and
of Love." The ladies of the Roy Hawkins is youth direcchoir will sing "See Him There" tor.
and he men of the choir will
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) tial candidate Mike Huckabee, ference attendees.
— James Dobson, founder of who stepped out of the race
"My generation is passing
Focus on the Family, says he's last week, had won widespread and a new generation has to
concerned about future evan- support among pastors and other be willing to take up the
gelical leaders staying focused evangelicals at a local level, Gospel...to receive the mantle,
on issues like abortion and gay but not with those heading influndiculed Israel for consulting
to hear the call, and yield to
which you were born?) For
marriage.
ential national organizations and the call.
astrologers, saying: "All the
many among us, astrology is
The radio talk show host other conservative evangelical
counsel you have received
merely a matter of curiosity.
"Change is inevitable. We
told
a group of Christian broad- leaders.
has only worn you out! Let
but it is estimated that over
must change with the times.
casters
Tuesday
night
the
passDobson endorsed Huckabee,
your astrologers come for30% of Americans continue
ing of Jerry Falwell. the Rev. but other leaders had shied Change is good. Change is
ward, those stargazers who
to believe in astrology and
necessary. But we must not
make predictions month by
consult their daily horoscopes D. James Kennedy and Ruth from the former Arkansas gov- change the message. It must
Bell
Graham
represent the end ernor and Baptist minister
month, let them save you
to plan daily activities.
of an era.
because of his lack of money go forward," said Dobson, who
from what is coming upon
Genuine believers in God
from
He also noted others like or support for expanding the got a round of applause
you. Surely they are like
and Jesus Christ do not conBilly Graham, Chuck Colson, evangelical agenda to include the audience after the statestubble: the fire will burn
sult their daily horoscope
Pat Robertson and Chuck Swin- the environment and poverty, ment.
them up. They cannot even
and astrologers. Instead,
President Bush spoke to condoll will also soon pass from as well economic and tax posisave themselves from the
they pray and read God's
the scene and questioned the tions that fiscal conservatives vention attendees earlier Tuespower of the flame. Here are word in the Bible for daily
day, saying he would not be
impact on the conservative have attacked.
no coals to warm anyone:
guidance in matters of life
Christian church.
here is no fire to sit by"
and eternity.
Dobson has said he has no influenced by what's happen.(Isaiah 47:13-14; also read
"It causes me to wonder plans to endorse presumptive ing in the 2008 presidential
Jeremiah 10:2).
Send questions or comwho will be left to carry the Republican presidential nomi- race in how he will run the
Yet, interest in and curios- ments to University Church
banner when this generation of nee John McCain and has crit- Iraq war. He also asked the audiity about astrology has conof Christ. 801 N. 12th. Murleaders is gone," Dobson told icized him for his support of ence to send their "love and
tinued. (Have you ever had
ray, KY 42071 or phone
an audience of many 1,400 at embryonic stem cell research prayers" to Billy Graham. who
someone ask your birth date
270-753-1381. This article
the National Religious Broad- and his opposition to a feder- is recovering from surgery in
and then proceed to describe
is reproduced on the web:
casters conference. "The ques- al anti-gay marriage amend- North Carolina. Graham's wife
lax 4 richrist ork
your personality in terms of
tion is will the younger gen- ment. Dobson said he'd sit out Ruth died last year.
the astrological sign under
eration heed the call? Who will the presidential election if
"He (Graham) led the way
defend the unborn child in the McCain were the nominee.
for America's religious broadyears to come? Who will plead
Following Huckabee's suc- casters," Bush said."He brought
for the Terri Schiavos of the cess with the evangelical bloc,
•
the Gospel to millions, and
Ilk
world? Who's going to fight Christian activists and other
many years ago he helped me
for the institution of marriage. observers of the movement have
change my life. A lot of Amerwhich is on the ropes today." noted that the next generation
icans love Billy Graham. and
Dobson's comments come of younger leaders isn't as I'm one. So. Billy, we're
thinkas Falwell and other founders interested in polarizing debates
ing about you."
of the Chnstian right have died and want to broaden the evanFalwell, a television evanor are approaching the end of gelical agenda beyond divisive
gelist
who founded the Moral
their careers. National groups issues like abortion and gay
like the Christian Coalition are marriage. The founders of the Majority and became the face..
struggling, and the organization- religious right, however, see of die religious right in the
al muscle of the movement such a prospect as a distrac- 1980s, and Kennedy, a found-.
now rests with local pastors, tion and have tried to squash ing board member of the Moral.
Majority and founder of the.
not national figures.
that idea.
Center
for Reclaiming Ameri"Who in the next generaDobson. 71, said many of
tion will be willing to take the his comments on Tuesday were ca for Christ, both died last
heat, when it's so much safer the same he made at Kennedy's year as well.
and more comfortable to avoid funeral last fall, when he told
Dobson stepped down as.
controversial subjects," he said. those in attendance he's pray- Focus on the Family president
"What will be the impact on ing that the next generation of in 2003 but hasn't hinted at
the conservative Christian Christians will answer God's retirement, remaining the board'
church when the patriarchs have call to take up the mantle of chairman and the ministry's'
passed''"
.
leadership in their place. He public voice on its flagship radio .
Former Republican presiden- made the same request of con- broadcast.

Dobson looks for new
evangelical leaders

II Bible, astrology ...
From Page 9A
moon and stars arc not gods
who control what happens on
earth. Only the Lord God
who created our universe
determines what happens in
our lives We need to consult him and only him!
In addition, God told his
people Israel: "And when
you look up to the sky and
see the sun, the moon and
the stars — all the heavenly
array — do not be entaed
into bowing down to them
and worshiping things the
LORD your God has apportioned to all the nation,
under heaven" (Deuteronom)
4:19: cf. Exodus 20:4-5).
Grouping astrology along
with things like magic and
sorcery, the prophet Isaiah
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What Most People Say Upon Entering
Rolling Hills In The Spring
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and Help us PLANT

HOPE!

KINDERGARTEN
REGI5TRATION

ISA BOARD Of LUTORS1
bi) MAY CALLOWAY COMITY

Murray Elementary
School
111 Broach Street

Lilll

has partnered with Rolling Hillsfor this special day.

10 0 of each landscaping

(

Monday, March 17 • 5:00-6:30 p.m.
REGISTRATION PACKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE SCHOOL OFFICE
Please bring your completed packet
and the following with you!

purchase (trees & shrubs) will be
contributed to our local chapter of the
+American Red Cross.
Come enjoy the greenery and help
touch lives in our community.

Saturday, March 15th • 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Current Kentucky physical examination
Current Kentucky immunization
certificate
Eye exam from an optometrist or
opthamologist
Copy of child's social security card
Copy of child's official birth certificate'

SEEYOU AND
YOUR CHILD
ON
MARCH 17TH!
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ext high-tech gadget may come with virus

JORDAN ROBERTSON
Technology Writer
torn iPods to navigation
. tents, some of today's hottest
gets are landing on store
Ives with some unwanted
as from the factory — preAltalled viruses that steal pass4ircis, open doors for hackers
.41 make computers spew

sI

Infected, fresh out of the box

tvos

mai mtul computer ,
'Anima can nhttrate ruiuCheare bettor* it leaves
the lactory
1w reoent yews tiOrne Nam or
GPS
picture tranwis and mulisC players were tainted during
the manutectunng process
I At Ma end ce an
lasseambly lie, a sampling
of devices nay be
selected tor twang

2 Teat PCs can contract viruses
troop an Internet connection
or unaulhonzed use by workers

'IL".
'omputer

users have been
ed for years about virus
ats from downloading
I met porn and opening suspis s e-mail attachments. Now
y run the ask of picking up a
tal infection just by plugging
gizmo into their PCs.
Recent cases reviewed by
Associated Press include
of the most widely used
tech devices: Apple iPods, digital picture frames sold by Target
and Best Buy stores and
TomTom navigation gear.
In most cases, Chinese factories — where many companies
have turned to keep paces low
— are the source.
So far, the virus problem
appears to come from lax quality control — perhaps a careless
worker plugging an infected
music player into a factory computer used for testing — rather
than organized sabotage by
hackers or the Chinese factories.
0:It's the digital equivalent of
the recent series of tainted products traced to China, including
toxic toothpaste. poisonous pet
food and toy trains coated in
lead paint.
But sloppiness is the simplest
explanation, not the only one.
If a virus is introduced at an
earlier stage of production, by a
corrupt employee or a hacker
when software is uploaded to the
gadget, then the problems could
be far more serious and widespread.
'Knowing how many devices
have been sold, or tracking the
viruses with any precision, is
irripossible because of the secrecr. kept by electronics makers
dad the companies they hire to
build their products.
:“But given the nature of mass
manufacturing, the numbers
could be huge.
'"It's like the old cockroach
thing — you flip the lights on in
tha kitchen and they run away,'
said Marcus Sachs, a former
White House cybersecurity official who now runs the security
re,search group SANS Internet
Storm Center. "You think
you've got just one cockroach?
probably thousands
14here's
.4
more of those little boogers that
you can't see."
-"Jerry Askew. a Los Angeles
cittnputer consultant, bought a
new Uniek digital picture frame
td surprise his 81-year-old motherior her birthday. But when he
added family photos, it tried to
urtload a few surprises of its
own.
. When he plugged the frame
into his Windows PC, his
antivirus program alerted him to
a4uvat. The $50 frame, built in
China and bought at Target. was
lafested with four viruses,
including one that steals passwords.
"You expect quality control
coming out of the manufactur," said Askew,42."You don't
pect that sort of thing to be on

Teat PC
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it teeing and then shipped. it can
asnigar teems 13 consumers convulses
AP

software, according to security
researchers at CA Inc.
"It's like if you pick up a gun
you've never seen before —
before you pull the trigger you'd
probably check the chamber,"
said Joe Telafici, vice president
of operations of McAfee Avert
Labs, the threat-research arm of
security
software
maker
McAfee Inc.
"It's an extreme analogy, but
it's the right idea. It's best to
spend the extra 30 seconds to be
sure than be wrong," he added.
Consumers can protect themselves from most factory-loaded
infections by running an
antivirus program and keeping it
up to date. The software checks
for known viruses and suspicious behaviors that indicate an
attack by malicious code —
whether from a download or a
gadget attached to the PC via
USB cable.
One information-technology
worker wrote to the SANS security group that his new digital
picture frame delivered "the

nastiest virus that I've ever
encountered in my 20-plus-year
IT career." Another complained
his new external hard drive had
malfunctioned because it came
loaded with a password-stealing
virus.
Monitoring suppliers in
China and elsewhere is expensive, and cuts into the savings of
outsourcing. But it's what U.S.
companies must do to prevent
poisoning on the assembly line,
said Yossi Sheffi, a professor at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology specializing in supply chain management.
"It's exactly the same thing,
whether it happened in cyberspace or software or lead paint
or toothpaste or dog food —
they're all quality control
issues," Sheffi said.
While manufacturing breakdowns don't happen often, they
have become frequent enough
— especially amid intense competition among Chinese suppliers — to warrant more scrutiny
by companies that rely on them,
§heffi said.

"Most of the time it works,"
he said. 'The Chinese suppliers
have every reason to be good
suppliers because they're in it
tot the long run. But it's a higher risk, and we've now seen the
results of that higher ask."
The AP contacted some of the
world's largest electronics manufacturers for details on how
they guard against infections —
among them Hon Hai Precision
Industry Co., which is based in
Taiwan and has an iPod factory
in China; Singapore-based
Flextronics International Ltd.;
and Taiwan-based Quanta
Computer Inc. and Asustek
Computer Inc. All declined
comment or did not respond.
The companies whose products were infected in cases
reviewed by AP refused to
reveal details about the incidents. Of those that confirmed
factory infections, all said they
had corrected the problems and.
taken steps to prevent recurrences.
Apple disclosed the most
information, saying the virus
that infected a small number of
video iPods in 2006 came from a
PC used to test compatibility
with the gadget's software.
Best Buy, the biggest consumer electronics outlet in the
U.S., said it pulled its affected
China-made frames from the
shelves and took "corrective
action" against its vendor. But
the company declined repeated
requests to provide details.
Sam's Club and Target say
they are investigating complaints but have not been able to
verify their frames were contaminated.
Legal experts say manufacturing infections could become a
big headache for retailers that
sell infected devices and the
companies that make them, if
customers can demonstrate they

AP

Computer consultant Jerry Askew poses with a digital photo
frame at Askew Network Solutions in Granada Hills, Calif. The
photo frame, bought at a Target, tried to load 4 different Trojan
viruses onto his computer. A string of popular gadgets, from
iPods to hard drives to GPS car navigation systems, have
been infected with viruses during manufacturing over the past
two years, exposing thousands of people to the most unexpected computer attack of all: one that sneaks in through a ,
shrink-wrapped package straight from the factory.
were harmed by the viruses.
"The photo situation is really
a cautionary tale — they were
just lucky that the virus that got
installed happened to be one that
didn't do a lot of damage," said

Cindy Cohn, legal director for
the
Electronic
Frontier
Foundation. "But there's nothing about that situation that
means next time the virus won't
be a more serious one."
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Security experts say the
software is apparently
malus
ling loaded at the final stage of
[toduction, when gadgets are
lied from the assembly line
ilk
• d plugged in to a computer to
t
e sure everything works.
If the testing computer is
tflfected — say, by a worker
%two used it to charge his own
1 ected iPod — the digital germ
spread to anything else that
ts plugged in.
The recent infections may be
cidental, but security experts
they point out an avenue of
ack that could be exploited bs
'ken.
"We'll probably see a stead)
rease over time," said
lfikar Ramzan. a computer
-urn), researcher at Symantec
. -The hackers are still in a
of a testing penod — they're
t mg to figure out if it's reall)
rth it."
Thousands of people whose
tivinis software isn't up to
I
te may have been infected b)
w products without even
owing it, experts warn. And
n protective software ma N
t be enough.
In one case, digital frankI at Sam's Club contained
Id
viously unknown bug that
only steals online gaming
passwords but disables antiviru.
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Small amounts can
make big difference
GREG TRAVIS Ledger & Times
MSU HEALTH FAIR: The annual Murray State University Health
Awareness and Screening
Fair was held Thursday at MSU's Carr Health Building.
The event was open to all faculty, staff
and their spouses. Pictured above, Mary Armstrong, left, of the
MSU Human Resources
Department, has her blood pressure checked by Aaron Warren,
a senior exercise science
major from Louisville.
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Can you spare an hour to make a difference in
the life of a child and his or her family? It only
takes one hour a week to become a Big Brother
or Sister and work with a child in the Schoolbased rnentoring program and spend time with A
child who desperately needs mentonng.
Or, it only takes one hour in total to become a
Team Captain and send out letters for the 12th
Annual Campus-Community Buddy Campaign in
support of Big Brothers Big Sisters.
This fund-raising activity brings in approximately S25,000 to keep the program vibrant from
year to year.
BBBS changes lives; it changes the life of the
child and it definitely changes the life of the
mentor as well. Studies conclude that children
with a mentor are more likely to be successful in
school, at home and in life and less likely to
become involved with alcohol, drugs or negative
behavior.
BBBS is serving over 100 children in Murray
and Calloway County through School-based or
Community-based mentoring and through

Breakfast Clubs in the schools
but we need to serve more And
with your help we can.
Expenence the magic Mal
comes from giving to others
and call today to volunteer to
be a Mentor to a child in our
community or a Team Captain
for the Buddy Campaign! Call
me today at 759-2227, and any
parent or teacher can request a
mentor by calling the same
By Suzy Crook
number. Or call Dr. Roger
Big Brothers
Weis at 809-3808 or HYPER- .Big Sisters
of::
LINK 'mailto:rogerweis@murMurray- —
raystate.edu" roger.weis@murCalloway .,0,0
raystate.edu if you want to talk
County
about being a Team Captain.
Thanks to everyone who helps us make a difference...one child at a time!
We'll be back next month with more news
about BUSS.
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Photo provided
Pictured are committee members from the Murray Rotary Club planning
this year's event (L
to R) Bill Davis. Ron Churchill John Imes, Deana Wright. Pete Lancaster
, Greg DeLancey
and Heidi Shultz

9th annual Rotary Soapbox
Derby planned for June 6-7
Young people betv.cen the
ages of )t and 17 have the
opportunity to participate in a
unique All-American experience- thy Murray Rotary Club's
9th annual Soapbox Derby.
Now is the time to get the
facts about entering the competition anti to block out the
dates for the clinics and workshops leading up ii the races
on June 6-7.
-The entire pokes. is excit-

said Deana Wright. local by fractions of a second."
director. "Each of the drivers
Registration and construction
build, or modify, their cars clinics will be held on May
from the kits we obtain from 3. 10 and 17. Questions can
the national organization. They be answered by calling 759work with their families or 9474, the Murray Main Street
ssnsuin& adults to get the office.
race
uksiistAMINWatinf
Then
own
and
.
r st gligtfi
r
'
front timer. in pas1 years. they (Robert 0. Miller Conference
put all their energies into the Center) beginning April I.
races. which are usually won

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
SPECIAL GUESTS: The Murray Middle School choir was one of the special
guests to perform
at Tuesday s Leadership Murray meeting The choir sang to members at Murray
High Scho01.
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BIG EAST TOURNAMENT

Young & The Restless
YOUNG SCORES 21 AS PITT PUTS DOWN No. 13 LOUISVILLE

•

JULIE JACOBSON / AP
Pittsburgh's DeJuan Blair, left, reacts after sconng against
Louisville in the first half of the Big East Conference basketball
tournament Thursday at Madison Square Garden in New York.

NEW YORK(AP)— Rick Pitino didn't
glean any useful knowledge sitting behind
Pittsburgh's bench for the opening round of
the Big East Tournament. It's simply where
organizers decided to put him.
Too bad, because it's quickly becoming
evident the Louisville coach could use
some help dealing with the Panthers come
March.
Sam Young had 21 points and 12
rebounds, and hit a pair of free throws with
less than a minute left in overtime to help
Pittsburgh beat the No. 13 Cardinals 76-69
Thursday night and advance to the tournament semifinals.
Pittsburgh, which
has knocked

Louisville out of three straight conference
tournaments, advanced to play No. 6 seed
Marquette on Friday night.
"Give them credit for their defense,"
said Pitirto, who fell to 3-8 in his career
against Pittsburgh and is just 1-3 in the
tournament since joining the Big East.
"Our guys did a good job of fighting
back to get into overtime. Sometimes it's
just about making shots. It's a simple
explanation," he said. "But you've got to
give Pitt credit. Their defense had a lot to
do with it."
Seventh-seeded Pittsburgh (24-9)
outscored Louisville 12-2 to start the overtime, and its 74-64 lead with 30.9 seconds

Bin East Conference Tournament
Quarterfinai Round
Thursday
Georgetown 82 Vtaanova 63
West Virginia 78 Connecbcut 72
Pittsburgh 76, Louisville 69
Marquette 89, Notre Dame 79
Semifinal Round
Today
West Virginia vs Georgetown
6 p.m
Pittsburgh vs. Marquette
8.30 p m

left was its biggest of the game.
"We went cold at the wrong time,"
Pitino said.
DeJuan Blair added 16 points and eight
rebounds for Pittsburgh, which has been to
•See BIG EAST, 28

SEC TOURNAMENT

KHSAA GIRLS' SWEET 16

An Elite Bunch
STATE TOURNAMENT IN
BOWLING GREEN DOWN
TO EIGHT TEAMS
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Franklin-Simpson,
sporting the best record in the
Girls Sweet 16 at 32-2, held
Simon Kenton to just two
points in the fourth quarter of
its 54-40 victory Thursday
night in the Girls Sweet 16
*ate Basketball Tournament.
.11 Chrissy
Gooch
was
franklin-Simpson's star, scoring 26 points and grabbing II
rebounds, while Kelleshia
Cook added 10 points for the
Region 4 champing.,
who •,..t='
Islcata,
onfgomery Central at p.m:
DT Friday in the quarterfinals.
Montgomery County (27-6)
held off Henry Clay (17-14)of

.Region 11.
-

The other Friday night
semifinal, scheduled for 6:30
p.m., pits Region 2 winner
Henderson County, which
bested Conner 60-47, against
Elizabethtown, which eliminated Johnson Central, 51-31.
Franklin-Simpson blew a
1,4-point first-half lead and
a2lowed the Lady Pioneers
(26-9) of Region 8 to tie the
game at 38-all late in the third
quarter, before closing the
iittrne with a 16-2 run, includitig outscoring them 14-2 in
tfte fourth quarter.
County's
' Montgomery
Maggie Prewitt scored 19
points and grabbed 13
rebounds to lead the Lady
Indians past a Henry Clay
torn that trailed 50-38 at the
lid of the third quarter, but
*lied within four points on
•Orittany Coles' 3-pointer with
18 seconds to play.
• McKenzie Lee and Prewitt
each made free throws on
Montgomery County's final
two possessions to push the
lead back to six points with
just five seconds to finish off
;the Lady Blue Devils (17-14),
Iwho were representing Region
11.
Kayla Webb came off the
:Montgomery County bench to
score
13 points, while
:Elizabeth Prewitt added 10
•
•

BLISS HITS SHOT
WITH 0.4 SECONDS
LEFT TO GIVE
GEORGIA OT W114ATLANTA (AP) — Georgia
may have helped its coach keep
his job — and probably ruined
Mississippi's hopes of getting
into the NCAA tournament.
Dave Bliss banked in a shot
with 0.4 seconds left in overtime, giving the last-place
Bulldogs a thrilling 97-95 victory over Ole Miss in the first
round of the Southeastern
Conference
Tournament
Thursday night.
The Rebels (21-10) finished
the regular season on a threegame winning streak, including
a 76-62 victory over Georgia
last weekend that put the team
squarely on the bubble for its
first NCAA bid since 2002.
They got to face the Bulldogs
again six days later, but this time
Georgia (14-16) prevailed.
Ole Miss coach Andy
Kennedy was realistic when
asked about his team's postseason hopes.
"I think you know the answer
to that. We all know the answer
to that," he said. "Realistically. I
can say it: We're not going to the
NCAA Tournament. You know
that. I know that. Everybody
knows that."
Georgia has no chance to
reaching the NCAA Tournament
unless it wins four games in four
days at the SEC Tournament, a
highly unlikely scenario. But
embattled coach Dennis Felton
certainly needs all the wins he
can get after the Bulldogs finished last in the SEC East, raising questions about his future.
"I didn't know I had any critics," Felton scoffed. -They just

!QOM GMs'
Sweet 16
First Round
Wednesday
DuPont Manual 68, South Laurel 34
Breathitt Co 60 Rowan Co 49
Butler 65. Marshall Co 38
Ohio Co 60 Rockcastie Co 56
Thursday
Henderson Co 60, Conner 47
Elizabethtown 51 Johnson Central 31
Franklin-Simpson 54, Simon Kenton
40
Montgomery Co 65 Henry Clay 61
Quarterfinal Round
Today
DuPont Manual vs Breathitt Co Noon
Butte, vs Ohio Co
1 30 p m
Henderson Co. vs. Elizabethtown
8'30
Franklin-Simpson vs Montgomery
p.m.

points for the Lady Indians.
Coles led Henry Clay with
14 points, while Hanna
Blankenship chipped in 12 and
Gwen Rucker scored 10 before
fouling out with 6:01 to play.
Henderson County's Alyse
Poindexter turned in the most
dominating performance of the
day, scoring 27 points and
grabbing 17 rebounds to lead
the Region 2 champions scrappy Region 9 representative
Conner Thursday.
The Lady Colonels (24-4)
eased out to a 33-22 lead with
5:59 to play in the third quarter, but had to weather a comeback attempt by the Lady
Cougars (28-6), who got as
close as four points on Gela
Haynes' two free throws at the
6:57 mark, making the score
46-42.
Conner would get no closer
as Poindexter scored eight of
Henderson County's final 14
points to close out the victory.
In addition to Poindexter's
efforts, senior guard Rinesha
Soaper finished with 19 points
for the Lady Colonels.
Allison Long led Conner
with
points, while
15
Stephanie Hodges added 10
points.
Henderson County will
face Elizabethtown of Region
5. The Lady Panthers won in
convincing fashion behind
Jenna Goblirsch's 22 points
against Region l
winner
Johnson Central.

Dawg
Gone
Right

•See SEC,28

SEC Tournament

JOE MEL / AP
Montgomery County's Mackenzie Lee, top, scores over Henry Clay's Demetria Nichols
Thursday in the first round of the Girls' Sweet 16 at Diddle Arena in Bowling Green.

First Round
Thursday
South Carolina 77, LS11 73
Vanderbilt 93, Auburn 82
Alabama 80. Florida 69
Georgia 97 Ole Miss 95 (01-)
Second Round
Today
South Carolina vs Tennessee
Noon
Vanderbilt vs Arkansas
215 p.m.
Alabama vs. Mississippi St. 630 p.m.
Georgia vs Kentucky
8:45 p m

CkRDINAL BASEBALL

t. Louis strengthens already thin rotation
LOHSE REACHES $4.25
; MILLION, 1-YEAR
PRELIMINARY
AGREEMENT WITH
CARDINALS
JUPITER. Fla (AP) — The St. Louis
C+dinals strengthened their thin rotation
on/ Thursday. reaching a preliminary
agreement with pitcher Kyle Lohse on a
S425 million. one-year contract
:General manager John Mozeliak said
th4 29-year-old Lohse was flying in from
Clifornia and would undergo a physical

on Friday at the team's
spnng training site. The
exam is unlikely to
include pitching because
Lohse threw a 75-pitch
bullpen
session
on
Wednesday.
"If it were a perfect
Lohin
world, we wouldn't have
had to go down this path." Mozeliak said.
"But it's not and we're going to need
someone to pitch every fifth day.
"At some point, we may be dealing
with a strength instead of a weakness."
Lohse can earn an additional $500,000
in performance bonuses: $100,000 each

for 160, 170, 180. 190 and 200 innings. third time on Thursday but there's no
He would get a $500,000 payment if he's timetable for his first start following
traded, and the Cardinals did not include shoulder surgery that sidelined him last
a club option in the deal, perhaps reflect- season. Pineiro is to resume throwing on
ing the pitcher's leverage in the transac- Friday
after missing his last scheduled
tion.
start due to tightness below his shoulder.
Lohse was 9-12 with a 4.62 ERA with
Chris Carpenter and Mark Mulder also
the Cincinnati Reds and Philadelphia
are
rehabbing from surgery. Mulder
Phillies last year, throwing 192 2-3
innings. He has made 30 or more starts could return in May and Carpenter in
July. Without Lohse. the Cardinals were
five of the last six seasons.
St. Louis is desperate for starters, looking at a rotation of Adam Wainwright
uncertain whether Matt Clement and Joel (14-12). Braden Looper (12-12), swingPineiro will be ready-for the start of the men Todd Wellemeyer (3-2) and Brad
season.
Thompson (8-6) and Anthony Reyes (2Clement threw batting practice for the 14.

•

DAVE MARTIN / AP
Georgia

center

Dave

(44) celebrates after

Bliss
hitting

the game winning basket with
Troy

Brewer(20) to

defeat

Mississippi 97-95 in overtime
Thursday

at

the

Dome in Atlanta.

Georgia
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1 SHOT I AM LEGENDS

.SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER
Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 IIWY 121 NI BYPASS • MURRAY. KY
Killmurror corn
e-marl:stuort_olesonder ,.Itylbons.com

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

JEFF ROBERSON AP
Former St Louis Cardinals legends and greats Lou Brock, left, and Bob
Gibson, right, both members of the Major League
Baseball Hall of Fame, talk in the Cardinals dugout during a spring training
baseball game against the Florida Marlins
Wednesday in Jupiter, Fla

•SEC
From Page 18
notch to his brilliant season, givhaven't surfaced as tar as I'm ing him at least 20 points in six
concerned "
straight games and 19 overall.
"We really made an emphasis
No. 18 Vanderbilt 93,
with OUT team not to take quick
Auburn 82
ATLAN
- A.J. 3s. and make a few extra passes
Ogilvy handled things on the and see if we could put the ball
inside. Shan Foster took care of in A.J.'s hands." coach Kevin
the outside.
Stallings said. "As a result, not
It proved to he a dc‘asiating only did Ai. touch it more but
Shan touched it more."
1-2 punch tor Vanderbilt
Ogils a lumbenng freshAlabama SO, Florida 1118
man from Australia. scored a
ATLANTA(AP) - Florida's
career-best 27 points and Foster first-round exit from the SEC
was nght behind with 26. lead- tournament left the Gators with
ing
the
18th-ranked a tour-game losing streak. shaky
Commo•dores past Auburn 93-82 NCAA tournament credentials
in the opening round of the and a gloomy prediction from
Southeastern Conference tour. their coach.
Lament Thursday. .
Mykal Riley and Alabama
Vanderbilt(26-6itshot67 per- built' a big first-half lead and
cent 131 of 441 from the field. heat the Gators 80-69 on
falling just short of the tourna- Thursday night to end Honda's
ment record. The U(immodores three-year tun as Southeastern
ads aimed to face Arkansas in the ('onference tournament champiOns.
quarterfinals Endal.
The fall from the top of the
Ogilsy. a 6-foot-11 center
who towered over the Tigers. SEC seemed to be the least of
teamed with Foster to pros ule Florida coach Billy Donos an's
an unstoppable inside-outside worries. The two-time NCAA
punch for the C(annasikires The defending champion Gators(21big man made 12 of 13 shots, II may be left out of this year's
nearly all of them gimmes after NCAA field, and Donovan says
he got loose underneath He did changes must come if his young
step out to hit one long Jumper team can TelUITI to prominence.
Honda started two freshmen
with his loot on the 3-point line.
Foster. the SEC's top scorer and two sophomores, and three
and named Player of the Year by of the team's top four reserves
the league's coaches earlier in are freshmen. Donovan didn't
the week, handled most of the sound encouraged by what noroutside shooting The 6-6 senior mally would be an encouraging
connected on 6 of 9 from sign for the future.
"It's hard for me to be tacitbeyond the art to add another
S a •
„

•
•
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going forward because I
ddn't see things getting fixed,"
Donovan said.
"It's in frosts of our guys,
what it takes to win. For whatever reason. I haven't brought it
out in them. They're not committed to it. ... m not really
excited about seeing this group
of guys being sophomores."
The Crimson Tide (17-151
had a 28-point lead shrink to 6
before recovering to beat
Honda.
Riley tied the school record
with eight 3-pointers and finished with 26 points. The senior
guard
snapped
Florida's
momentum with back-to-back
3s after the Gams yolked to 5751 with 9:02 left. i$ena Canines 77,131173
ATLANTA (AP) — Dave
Odom's retirement was put on
hold for at least a day, and he
reacted as if he'd rather not
retire at all.
"I've been blessed. The Lord
gave me one more day." Odom
said after his South Carolina
Gamecocks beat LSU 77-73 in
the opening game of the
Southeastern Conference tournament Thursday.
Odom announced his retirement plans in January. Now he
is relishing every minute of his
seventh season with South
Carolina,
even
though
Thursday's win means a
rematch against No. 4 Tennessee
in the quarterfinals on Friday.
ed
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Celebrating our 11th Anniversary
Come Join Us Friday Er Saturday
March 14 Er 15 9 am - 5 pm

Miss. State
postseason
success could
affect Gordon's
pro future
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Point guards have to make
split-second decisions, but
Mississippi State's Jamont
Gordon wants to take his time
with this one.
Many expect the junior to
turn pro following the
Bulldogs' postseason run this
March. but Gordon is still
seeking input as Mississippi
State prepares to open the
Southeastern Confertrier
niunent on Friday; as the No. 2
seed.
"I really don't know what
I'm going to do now," Gordon
said. "Right now I think I'm
going to come hack until I see
how the end of my season
goes."
Fans will find themselves
conflicted as Mississippi State
attempts to win an SEC tournament championship and play
deep into the NCAA tournament. The better the Bulldogs
do, the less likely it is that
Gordon will come back.
When asked if be would be
more likely to return if
Mississippi State fizzles in the
postseason, Gordon said: "Oh,
yeah."
The 6-fixn-4 Nashville,
Tenn.. native is the motor that
drives Mississippi State. He's
averaging 17.5 points, 6.3
rebounds and 4.7 assists per
game this season and has led
the Bulldogs to seven wins in
their last nine games.
"He's had a tremendous
year for us and he's come a
long way as a player and made
tremendous strides for us."
Mississippi State coach Rick
Stansbury said.

Thursday's College Basketball
&come
By The Associated Presa
TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic 10 Conference
Quarterfinals
charlotte 69 sza‘rachusetts 65
Sault Joseph s 61 Ricranond 47
Terrofe 84 La Saxe
Xavier 74 Dayton 65
Atlantic Coast Coriterence
First Round
Boston College 71 Maryland 68
Floods Si 70. Wake Forest 60
Georgia Tech 94, Virginia 76
Miami 63. NC State 50
Big 12 Conference
First Round
Colorado 91 Baylor 84
Nebraska 61 Missouri 56
Oklahoma Si 76 Texas Tech 72
Texas A&M 60 Iowa St 47
Big East Conference
Quarterfinals
Georgetown 82 Villanova 63
Marquette 89. Notre Dame 79
c',11 t.iiir9h 76 Louisville 69 OT
Nest Virginia 78, Connecticut 72
Big Ten Conference
First Round
Illinois 64, Penn Si 63
Michigan 55 Iowa 47
Minnesota 55. Northwestern 52
tua west Conference
Second Round
Cal Si -Fullerton 81, UC Rrverside 69
UC Irvine 57, Pacific 56
Conference USA
Quarterfinals
Memphis 75 Tulane 56
Southern Miss 68 UCF 62
Tulsa 78, UAB 88. OT
UT E P BO, Houston 77
Mid-American Conference
Quarterfinals

Akron 81 Cent Mictiosn 60
Kent St 77 Toledo 57
Warn,(Ohio) 74. Oho 81
W kftofttgan 70 E Michigan 61
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
OuarterfIrmis
Delaware Si 64,N Carolina Af.T 62
Norfolk Sr 69. Floods MM 61
Mountain West Cenaerence
Ourartechnelit
8YU 89 Colorado St 62
San Diego St 53, AO Force 49
UNLV 89 TCU 88
Utah 82 New MOMCO 80, OT
Pacific-10 Conference
Quarterfinals
Southern Cai 59, Anzona St 55
Stanford 75 Arizona 64
UCLA 88 California 66
Washington St 75 Oregon 70
Southeastern Conference
First Round
Alabama BO Florida 69
Georgia 97 Mississippi 95 OT
SouM Carolina 77, LSU 73
Vanderbili 93. Aubum 82
Southland Conference
First Round
Northwestern St 71, SE Louisiana 51
Sam Houston Si 64, McNeese Si FR.
OT
Stephen F Austin 71 Texas-San
Antonio 60
Texas-Arlington 81. Lamar 75
Southwestern Athletic Conferanoe
First Round
Ark -Pete Bluff 72, Alabama MM 59
Jackson St 56. Southern U 55
Western Athletic Conference
Quarterfinals
Boise St 80. Hawaii 74
Nevada 64 Fresno St 57
New Mexico St 73. V.:fano 53
Utah Si 85. San Jose St 65

•Big East
From Page 1B
the last two tournament finals
and six of the past seven. The
Panthers are now 4-0 at
Madison Square Garden this
season. and 21-8 dating to the
2001-02 season.
"It was a great win for us,"
coach Jaime Dixon said. "We
battled through some things. We
had foul trouble early, got performances from everybody. ...
And like I said, our defense has
been getting better and better."
Earl Clark scored 19 for
Louisville (24-8), which struggled when Pittsburgh cloggisdur
the middle and forced the
Cardinals to take perimeter
shots. Derrick Caracter, Juan
Palacios and David Padgett had
11 points each, but they got virtually no help from their guard
play.
"They were aggressive in
their defensive game plan,"
Padgett said. "We've got to give
them credit. They played very
well on defense. They were very
aggressive in what they did."
Young's basket with 1:50 left
in regulation gave Pittsburgh a
62-60 lead, and Clark's putback
with less than a minute to go
knotted the game.
After a timeout, the Panthers
held for the last shot — but may
have held too long. Levance
Fields made a move to the basket with just over 5 seconds left
and got caught in the corner.
where he heaved up a contested
shot at the buzzer that clanked
harmlessly off the rim.
Fields made up for the gaffe
with six of his 13 points in overtime. Backcourt mate Ronald
Ramon added four of his 13 in
the extra session, including a
runner in the lane off a loose ball
that made it 70-64 with 1:08 left.
"I was just trying to make a
play." Ramon said. "Deluan
made a great pass. guys were in
the paint trying to dig the ball.

So the ball got loose and ihey
were all trying to go for the tall.
Once I got it, wide open lay-pp"
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED IV:

Terry Butler1

604 Main it. • 753-5442

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
2:30 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR, Sprint Cup pole
qualifying for Food City 500, at Bnaol.
Tenn
4IMAM
'
'
SPEED — NASCAR. Nationwide
Sanas, practice for Sharpie Mini 30
at Bristol Tenn
10 p.m.
SPEED — Formula One, qualrfyine; tor
Australian Grand Prix at Melbourrit.
Australia
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour Arnold Palmer
Invitational, second round. at Orlando
Fla
5:30 p.m.
TGC — Champions Tour. AT&T •
Classic hrst round. at Santa Clantit
Calif (same-day lapel
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBACL
p.m.
ESPN — Big Ten Conference quader?mai. teams TBA at Indianapolis
ESPN2 — Atlantic Coast Conference
Quarterfinal, teams TBA an Chartoria
NC
3:45 p.m.
ESPN2 — Patnot League criamptonshop game. learns and site TBA
6 p.m.
•
ESPN — Big East Conference teams
TBA. semifinal at New York
ESPN2 — Atlantic Coast Conteren0.
Quarterfinal teams IBA. at Charlotte
N
p.m.
ESPN — Bag East Conference teains
TBA, semifinal, Si New York
ESPN2 — Atlantic Coast Conferente
Quenerfinal. learns TBA, at Charlotte
NC
FSN — Pactftc-10 Conference serorf,
nal. teams TBA, at Los Angeles •
10:30 p.m.
FSN — Pacific. 10 Conference semi,
he teams TBA, at Los Angeles

Locally
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
7:45 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM
Par-t0 Semititia
Doubleheader

Send Sports Pictures
And Scores
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Listed below are individuals, firms and corporations who have failed
to pay 2007 City of Murray property taxes The amount set opposite
the property owner's name is the amount delinquent taxes, penalty
and interest. In addition to that amotuit,•115.00 publication charge
will be added each time the delinquent account is published Unpaid
property taxes become a ben upon the deecribed properties until
paid in full. The City of Murray utilizes the tax foreclosure method
authorised by KRS 91.481 - 91.527 for collection of unpaid taxes

2992
3018
3123
3135
3145
3148
3196
3206
3234
3261
3286
3367
3466
3472
3484
3485
3498
3502
3527
3568
3583
3614
3666
3679
3680
3719
3796
3868
3878
3903
4029
4030
4031
4033
4035
4037
4130
4198
4207
4254
4294
4376
4410
4415
4453
4471
4526
4530
4659
4565

Harts McClure
City Clerk
No.
9
17
43
65
176
226
348
375
389
390
396
472
473
478
536
558
708
711
726
739
762
764
770
776
950
961
1000
1017
1025
1059
1075
1090
1176
1187
1206
1216
1217
1316
1366
1441

;-•
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1442
1443
1444
1445
1532
1646
1563
1616
1674
1694
1873
1914
1922
1923
1926
2002
2024
2163
2187
2191
2195
2276
2340
2344
23.56
2357
2407
2442
2457
2475
2495
2622
ISM
2649
2670
2596
2652
2663
2654
2655
2656
2657
2658
2659
2660
2661
2662
2710
2711
2729
2749
2750
2751
2781
2830
2846
2862
285.1
2874
2916

Owner Name
ARC PROPERTIES LLC
ADAMS ALISHA
ADAMS JIM SAVE-A-L)T
ADLICH LEITHA
ARNETT MICHAEL V ET AL
BAGWELL HARLAN
BEBBER CASEY D
BENNETT BETTY J
BERBERICH LORETTA & LOUIS
BERBERICH LORETTA L
BETTS CHARLES
BOGARD KENNETH RALPH
BOGARD KENNETH RALPH
WARREN CHARLIE/BEVERLY
B1RADLEY ANDREW C & JULIA K
BRANDON ED
BROWNE AMY
BRUCE DOLORES M
BUCY EMMA
BUHLER MICHAEL
WARREN CHARLIE/BEVERLY
BURKETT BRIAN 8 & VALARIE
BURNHAM MICHAEL
BURTON BILLENE
CATLETT GEORGE E
CAVTIT TA6fMY
CHATMAN MARILYN
CHOPPI JOSEPH A
CHURCHILL MAX H
CLARK STAYSEA
COATS TERRA
COFFEY SEAMUS
COM STOR INC
HUIE COREY
COOPER KIMBERLY JAVACE
CORNERSTONE COFFEE HOUSE
CORNERSTONE COFFEE HOUSE
CROWE ANITA JACKSON
CURRY HENRIETTA
DENHAM H C
DENHAM H C DR
DENHAM HERBERT C
DENHAM HERBERT C
DENHAM HERBERT C
DONOHO ESTER MAIM
DOWDY JANICE
DRAKE MELISSA Z
DURHAM MELISSA A lb THOMAS
ELKINS HARRY
ELWELL FRANK W
FITZPATRICK ALLINAANIADIR
FOSTER LORENZ
FOX BRENDA
FOX JERRY D
FRANCIS BRAD
G D DEAL HOLDINGS LLC
GAMMONS L D
GILBERT JOHONNA
GLASSGOW MARK
GLORIA'S WORLD VILLAGE INC
GOARD SHAWN L & TRANG T
GROGAN JENNIFER
HARADER DANA LYN
HARDIN DAVID JR/JENNIFER
HARLAN AUTOMOTIVE
HARLAN MICHAEL & KELLIE
HATCHER KIMBERLY
HEATHERLY WENDY R
HENDERSHOT RICHARD A &
HENLEY CAMERSON
HERITAGE REAL ESTATE
HICKS CHERYL
HODGE MICHAEL
HODGE MICHAEL
HODGE MICHAEL D & DIANA8
HOLMAN AARON J
HORNBUC1CLE JAMES
HORNBUCICLE JAMES
HORNBUCICLE JAW=
HORNBUCICLE JAMB
HORNBUCICLE JAMES1
HORNBUCICLE JAMS R
HORNBUCICLE JAMES R
HORNBUCKLE THOMAS/LH=
HORNBUCKLE TH0MAWLIUM
HORNBUCKLETHOMA8W
HORNBUCKLE THOMAS W SR
HUBBARD LOUVRES/1T
HUBBARD LOURNINT
HUDSPETH LINDSEY
HUMPHREYS LESLIE R
HUMPHREYS LESLIE R
HUMPHREYS LESLIE RAT
HUTCHINS BILLIE G
JACKSON HILDA
CAZARES MARIO & CHONG
JACKSON T DUBOIS
JACKSON T D1'13018
JENNINGS M SHANE
JOHNSON LARKIN D & ST AL

Thiel Due
450.65
3.44
14.64
797.98
214.60
69.81
17.16
498.75
284.15
238.70
329.17
548.62
118.68
321.91
546.63
5.99
16.73
718.20
1,047.37
56.79
385.64
1,127.16
199.49
748.14
251.51
160.59
448.87
365.08
34.10
21.48
8.96
36.48
1,595.96
628.44
189.62
319.19
154.62
179.53
49.90
21.48
49.78
221.46
25935

1845.36
618.45
51 49
399.01
743.13
191.96
412.01
249.39
4.98
458.84
60.85
34.34
1,502.13
4.98
15.96
64.40
1,594.97
87.53
249.39
173862
1,246.86
219.29
1,496.22
17.16
68.67
408.96
34.34
107.72
359.09
947132
1,097.24
249.39
961.61
. .47.89
239.40
169.59
887.75
438.89
169.59
748.14
797.98
249 39
847.88
34.92
8.96
10.96
199 49
596.49
299.23
86.77
18552
159.80
1.13734
160.69
107 72
389 03
661 83

4656

4657
4658
4659

4676
4710
4713
4715
4716
4717
4718
4719
4720
4721
4722
4723
4763
4883
4932
4973
4974
5027
5143
5190
5232
5260
5329
5434
5448
5548
5550
5569
5622
5686
5686
5717
5757
5792
6814
5857
5943
6946
5965
5994
5995
6007
6049
6136
6194
6195
6196
6214
6220
6288
6291
6292
6397
6453
6459
64437
6470
6474

La*
Rollos

JONES ROBERT & JERI LIMN M
KALBEFtER JOHN
KING JERRY D
KIRTLEY JASON
KNIGHT ALESIA
KNIGHT JEFFREY
LADD ANGIE
KAY LEE PROPERTIES LLC
LANDRUM GLORIA &
LATIMER JEREMY
LEE CHRISTINE
LONG JESSICA
MARTIN LEE & TERI
MARVEL MARY M HEIRS
MASSEY PATSY
MASSEY PATSY WILSON
MATTSON DINAH
MAUZY JAMES R
MCCARTY ANTHONY
MCCUISTON ANGELA K
bICCUIST'ON WILLIAM
MCGEHEE JESSE JR &
LODGE JONATHAN
MCNUTT CORINNE
MCNUTT CORINNE
MIEKETHE DEVELOPMENT CO
BOGARD JASON/JENNIFER
MORGAN LORI .
MORNINGSTAR TIMOTHY
MORTON JUSTIN & TONYA
NALL DENNIS
NALL DENNIS
NALL DENNIS
NALL DENNIS & VICKY
NALL DENNIS C SR
NALL REBECCA
NICHOLS JAMES
OHNEMUS CHRISTOPHEII/MARC1A
OLIVER C MILTON
OUTLAND KENNETH ORAN
PAGE JUDY
PARTEE GLADYS MAE
PAYNE RANDALL & TIFFANY
PC DOCTOR
PERRY CHARLES L
PERRY VICTOR & WILLIE
PITTMAN JAMES CLIFTON
PLUNKETT SUSAN G
. .......
PRESCOTT LINDA J . .
PRIDEMORE JAMES L
RAY LARRY & MARILYN
RAYLARRYG
RAY LISA WINTERS
RAY LYNN
READMORE BOOKS AND CARDS
REED JOSHUA
REED NEAL
REED RICHARD G & STEVEN
REED FUCHARD G & STEVEN
REED RICHARD G & STEVEN
REED RICHARD G & STEVEN
REED RICHARD G & STEVEN
REED RICHARD G & STEVEN
REED STEVEN LEDINGTON
REED STEVEN LEDINGTON
REED STEVEN LEDINGTON
RICHERSON DANNY
SCHINDLF.R WILLIAM STEVEN
ROSS THOMAS
RUTLEDGE ANTHONY
RUTLEDGE DWIGHT/ROBERT
SCHINDLER LEONARD/WILLIAM
SHOEMAKER LOUISE
SINGLETON J
SMITH JEFF W
SNELLEN RONALD L & BONNIE
SPARKS ALAGGIE MARTIN
STONE CORY & WILLIAM GARY
STOUFFER HARRY OR LISA
T NLART #527
TABERS JACK
TAMMYS TREER01.18111N HOME DATCARS
THOMAS TODD
TINSLEY DONNIE
TINSLEY NIKKI
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT CORP
TUCKER MARSHA ROBERTS
.
UNDERWOOD ROGER DPSHERIAL.
URQUHART DONALD 8
VAUGHN JAMES R DECD
WALKER LLOYD
WALKER SHONNA L
WALLIN 7114CrTHT PHILLIP
WARD LAURETTA ET AL
WARD LAURETTA El'AL
WARREN SHIRLEY
WEEKS CRYSTAL
WILLIAMS CHARLES
WILSON JAMES T
WILSON JAMES T
WILSON JAMES T
WINCHESTER AMANDA JO
WINCHESTER STEVE .
WARREN CHARLIEJBEVERLY
WRIGHT RANDY J & TINA
WRIGHT SCOTT & BEVERLY
YOAK VICKIE
GREEN JONATHAN
LONG BROOKS
RICHERSON /MIN W
THURMAN THOMAS &IA
DENHAM H C

638 38
289.26
.219.46
8.58
.827.92
291.86
47.21
72.97
.21.96
667.80
17.16
8.58
.649.81
4.98
429.17
947.62
111.58
6.440
51.49
321.91
598.49
47.89
673.32
748.14
997.47
206.79
602.49
51 49
111.58
107.31
271.73
548.62
548.62
718.20
299.23
2.14
7291
892.76
79.79
897.73
49.35
149.64
622.34
109.76
998
109.73
1,196.99
.648.36
300.25
285 29
666.46

847.88
568.56
25.76
42.91
42.91
85.77
314.05
299.23
349.13
349.13
333.16
648.36
1,246.86
249.39
548.62
768.07
748.14
12.87
236.38
34 92
385.04
997.47
7.97
142.14
1,356.56
5.99
299.23
12.87
181.57
120.16
.12_02
947.62
38.63
847.88
2,848.10
827.92
634.63
368.80
668.31
42.91
1.027.41
748.14
399.05
249.39
123.82
30.06
55 79
42.91
401.71
42.91
1,105.13
999.01
332.17
548.62
1.496.22
77.25
725.32
.364.83
396.26
502 14
171 69

• .1
Public Hearing
"The Murray Calloway Transit Authority is bolding
public hearing concerning •5311 and New Freedom
Grants The grants are designated
general operating/service The public bearing will be
held on March 21, 2008 at 900AM at the Weak
Community Center Board Room This will be the
time for any_pubhc comments concerning the grant

Notes

Boyles Gehl,
filkar
Philawat
Paying Cash
Far Yaw Unwanted
Jewelry

EWING
Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus
Squire Rd
6PM on the
tot Sat of the month

NAILS Full Set $20.00.
Fills
$12.00, Free
repairs with fill Also
ge& fiber glass, pedicures and mwecures
Uppercuts Simeon. 1104
Story Ave (270)
753-2887

064114111
SAM.RPM

Mr ranipion
Inn Smiles
1411 taws Odom

"wer

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do OCCO7
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
lrftvrtess

HELP wanted front
desk and housekeep
ing Apply in person at
Super 8, 6am-3pm.
PART-TIME
Patient
S er vic e
Representative 25-30
hours per week. 1.4-F
Growing
medical
equipment company e xpenence preferred,
but not necessary
Pleasant.
outgoing
personality a must,
resume
Send
to
Legacy Oxygen, 924
South 12th, Murray. KY
42071.

www.enwroylirdger.com wow murreyledgee.com won
,murralttiogor,core WIN*Mtlrray id
I/6 *
,edi
I/v.6 •‘JI aV *C65,t-.^ 44017* AL • tilr1441.1111.LOM ••111. 6115/5416‘.04..c•in

WWW.11,1111111Viedgel.1'ff,

BRIggs sr, STR9ITY0Tr
is seeking a Truman Resources generalist
Briggs & Stratton is the world's largest manufacturer of air cooled
engines and is seeking a dedicated team player to provide human
resources support on second shift (3:00pm - 12:00iunl.
Applicants must meet the following minimum qualifications:
•Bachelor's degree in Human Resources Management, Business, or
equivalent education and experience
•PHR or SPHR certification strongly preferred
*Minimum of one year related experience in business environment,
preferably Human Resources
*Basic knowledge of principles and practices of human resources function
*Good organization and time management skills necessary to prioritize
and manage multiple assignments; ability to react quickly in a fastpaced, changing environment
*Good communication skills to facilitate work with diverse groups ot
employees.
*Demonstrated skills in employee relations with good analytical and
problem-solving skills; ability to work independently and use sound
judgment in decision making
*Solid computer skills, proficiency in Microsoft Office understanding
of all interfaces impacting HR function administration
HR Generalist's job will consist ofthefollowing responsibilities:
*Provide support in one or more functional HR areas, including but not
limited to: recruitment, student programs, employment, employee relations, benefits/payroll administration. compensation, organization
development, performance management, training, EEO/AA compliance
diversity, special projects and record keeping
•Assist in the development and implementation of human resources
policies, procedures and practices
*Assist in the development of written communications and presentations to communicate concepts related to one or more functional HR
areas for diverse audiences of managers and employees; develop and
conduct training and presentations as required
•Serve as a resource to internal customers to solve problems related to
one or more functional HR areas; develop reports as required; recornmend action within HR and/or customer
'Assist in development, documentation and recommendation of continuous improvement of HR processes, procedures or programs to deliver
innovative solutions to meet client needs; maintain positive working
relationships with internal and external customers, vendors, agencies
and community organizations
Salary is dependent on education and experience.
Interested applicants must respond no later than March 18.
Please submit online resume to:www.briggsandstratton.com

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT TO THE
DIRECTOR: Student
Support Services (A
federally funded program of the U.S.
department
of
Education) Full-time,
12 month position to
begin
April
2008.
Qualifications:
Associate's
degree
required, bachelor's
degree
preferred.
office
management
experience required;
experience
working
with database, spread
sheet, and word processing
required.
supervisory
skills
required; excellent typing skills required
budget reconciliation
experience required;
expenence with at-nob
students
preferred;
proven written and oral
communication skills;
proven organizational
Skills; TRIO programs
experience preferred.
http•//www.murraystate.ediginCilrilob
Deadline:
LIMO)
March 28, 2008, IQ
Apply: Submit a letter
of application, resume
the
and
names.
addresses, and telephone numbers of at
least three (3) professional references to:
Velvet Wilson, Director,
Student
Support
Services, Murray State
University,
261
Blackburn
Science
Building„ Murray, KY
42071. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportunity M/F/D, AA employer.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

DISCLAIMER

14ELRIGGEIG.STRATTON

itattifont
Brathaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
• Director of Nursing of s34 bed unit
• RN Administrative Nurse
•LPN Administrative Nurse
We offer competitive wages along with an
excellent benefit package. Applicants must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street,
Benton, KY 42025

FULL Time conven
ience store mainte
nance position avail
able. Responsibilities
will include lot, building
and light equipment
maintenance.
Must
have driver license and
dependable
transportation Applications
may be picked up at
BP Truck Stop, 2185
US HWY 641 North.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage
murraykdgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings. Thank you.

EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

,
14.0-into
Saiings!

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-1540 To 1-149 KY 00349751
OVERCAST/SYKES, MURRAY,KY
4-2048 To 12-1-011 KY 00349242
Rt TTERWORTH/BOYD. MURRAY, h
4-20-06 To 12-2441 KY 00349764
ELKINSMORGAN, MURRAY, K1
4-2045 To 12-20-06 KY 01349744
KDWLD FARMS, MURRAY,KY
4-2541 To 12-20-08 KY 00351241
MCCUISTON/CRUTCHER, MURRAY, KY
4.2948 To 1-149 KY 00249779
IL SHELTON,HAZEL,KY

subscribe to the
RRAli

LEDGER &

/I

ES

Home Delivery
Local Mail
Canna ay
3.o.
$211 011
3
MO,
.-.....-.433.00
6 sm.
$52.30
I yr.----MN 6
I yr. -.--$1114.00

Wage $9 13 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools and
equip furnished. Housing provided for those beyond
commuting. Transportation and subsistence pay.
after 90% of contract completed Apply for this job
at the nearest Kentucky Office of Employment &
Training, Division of Workforce Development
Office using job order numbers KY # above with a
copy of this advertisement

HELP WANTED

e
e
e

Read of KY/TN
Morrow ilk %Mao
3 nio.-670.50
6 me.-$00A0
1 yr.-......$126.1/6
I Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 ma.
I yr. -.-6145.04

Money Order

Visa

SVC

Name__

Resident Assistant - full-time with
benefits, day shift, training provided.
Apply in person at

e
e
e

St. Address

e

City _ _
State_

Zip

Daytime Ph
I
Mail this coupon with payment to

Hickory Woods
Retirement C•nt•r
Utterback Road • Murray,KY

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

e

4

••••=e-s•--

-

CLASSIFIEDS

4/3• Friday, March 14, 20011
'So
Articles

HELP WANTED
Activity Director - part-time, day shift
experience working with elderly.
Apply in person at

A

Hickory Woods
Metir•orsent

C•nter

4fERCHANDISER 19
NEEDED
to service the supermarkets In
Murray. KY
Parts, TN
Flex AM hrs. Mon.-Frt ONLY,
Perm. Prr,(2 hr./wk) 401k & EMIL
Opport avail.

ro

Nurses Alds/CNA
PAN Training and working all shifts as needed Must be flexible and mature If you would
enjoy working with the elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apply in person at
Fern Terra, 1505 Stadium View Or Murray
EOE

Rep Wanted
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
lor you, Full time and
Pan time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 1511- St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL and part time
positions, days and
nights at Subway
Apply in person No
phone calls please
IMMEDIATE opening
for PT light facilities
maintenance
and
ground work Call Joe
436-2345.
IMMEDIATE OPENING. Shipping and
receiving personnel
needed experienced
Mal order processing.
warehousing S tight
deadlines Must be
organized with a good
attention to detail
Forklift operation, computer skills & inventory
control experience are
helpful Dependability
& accuracy with calcuiations of company
records a must Ability
to work in a dose fast
paced environment is
needed Physical labor
involved Drug testing
& background check
required Competitive
wages and benefits
Send
resume
to
Shipping & Receiving
Position P0
Box
1518, Murray, KY
42071
NOW Hiring Apply in
person only Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N Murray
NOW taking applications for all positions
and ell shafts Apply
in person at Sonic
Delve-In, 217 S. 12th
SL, Murray, KY. No
phone age.
NOW taking appealbons for full time cook
and part time Food
Service positions
Full
time position includes
benefit package Pay
depends on expon
onco
Prefer candidate. with previous
food service aspenonce but will train.
Must have emery* attitude. nem appearance
and *rim working wah
senate Must work
weekends
Pre
employment drug lest
required
Apply at
Glendale
Place
Living
Assisted
Community,
905
Gender* Road.
OTR drivers needed
Competitive
wage*
and benotits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Chios A COL wee
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience
h01R (800/4116-6087
kif.5
1
1601
April noght ersonsing
chew 27'0-2234789
deloneederne
•yahoo
com

PAINTIA/SOOM
Ogiesegas Ten plus
experience
years
perneng in • =Meier

Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

PAPA Johns now
accepting applications
for In-house worliders
& delivery drivers
Must have drivers
license, insurance &
vehicle Applications
can be picked up at
Papa John's, Murray.
No phone calls please.
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with
repairs, painting
Resume to 108 North
12th St
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF'
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted
Various Part time
Positions
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great tor Retirees'
March 10 Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman s Anchor
Resort & Marina
12800 US Highway
68E
Benton KY 42025
Cal For Appointment
270-354 6568

ing For Soh

BUILDING a barn",
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
Building a fence",
Corne see Us for your
lumber
needs,
Premium
quality -low
pnces we are the man(Inc and Iwo 13ttlroure Apartments
ufacturer' March ten
Cenual Heat and Air
cepost special' 6'
Akcepting Applications
round 8' long treated
(Mice Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.,
post $9 35 each Also
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
available 3"-8" fenceposts 8 long 6'4' 822' long ritEr 16.-22'
long Come see us'
Molds moms For Sail
ots for Iles
Replogle Enterprises
2040 Lumber Rd
07 16s68 Northern
HAZEL Apartments
Henry, TN
Built set-up in Hardin
Now taking applica731-243-7268
2BR 18A.
tions for 1 & 2br units
1-800-455-3001
Rent based on income
COME visit our new
showroom' Replogle
impairment
1997 16x80 Belmont, Mobility
hardwood
accessible
flooring
Phone
3BR. 2BA. with out492-8721
9875 Hwy 79 South. building.
Mon &
Henry, Tenn (731) 243- (270)227-9467
Thurs
2568 We are sawmill
10-12am. TOO No
2000 Fairmont, 16x80,
to showroom Pre-fin1-800-648-6056. Equal
vinyl siding shingle
ished flooring close-out
Housing Opportunity.
root 2x6 walls, northspecial' Discounted
NOW LEASING
ern
built,
nice
and seconds while
1, 2 & 3becIroom Apts.
supplies last 13,000 (270)489-2525
We accept Section
93 Mobile Home for
feet
Sycamore
8 vouchers
sale
1680 2-bedBeech Cherry, White
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
rooms 2-bathrooms
Oak in various widths
902 Northwood Dr
must
and finishes Sold as is
be
moved.
Monday,
51.000k:town ph 435$2 00-52 50 sq ft
Wednesday Friday
Come see usl Non- 4009 cell 227-4475
Phone 759-4984
Thurs 8-5 Fri 8-4 Sat
Serious calls only. Call
Equal Housing
evenings only $7000
8-3
Opportunity
ND Televisions
TOO #1-800-648-6056
licamit For Moe
Come by Olympic
SMALL 1BR, nonPlaza to see our selecMN I bath 5 miles smoking apt. upstairs,
tion of HD televisions
water paid, available
north
Flat screen Plasma &
of
Murray.
now, no pets.
LCDs Rear Protection (270)752-0461.
$260/mo 753-5980
also
LG. Toshiba, NICE 2IIR trailer, no
Hitachi 8, Sony We
pets 753-9866
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
2. 3 & 48R houses
Beasley Antenna &
deposi
Lease
&
ONE bedroom apart
Satellite 759-0901
required. 753-4109
ment neat university
HOVEROUND been
with utilities included. 213R, IBA. CM/A in
used 5 times, new batHazel, appliances furyear round rental
tones, like new $1,200 (270)873-7328
nished,
no
pets
Call 489-2656.
(731)498-8312.
32

OFFICE space for rent
of lease
(270)293-2098
cell
(270)554-3319 home

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

BOXER mix puppies,
ree to good home, 2
mahogany, 3 whets
(270)254-0279
CAT/DOG,free to good
home
All
spayed/neutered and
housebroken.
Cats
front declawed
767-9247

&adders
CLEANING houses 20
year; experieni
759 9553
C
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repro s/lJpgrides
759.3656

ewe bevy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
763-3633
Ju▪ nk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING aid US Cain
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2934999
CASH Ned for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 121h
Murray.
tre-450 aaahav
on Benton pays top
dollar for your old
gold Broken chains
rings. ect & silver
coons We ye beer
buying gold for 29yews Gold Gallery
Hwy 641 Benton. KY
Call (270)527-3372

SCRAP
CARS

WANT to buy chide 4wheeler for boy age 9
call 2274721 alter 4
Pm
wAstE WA: WO pick
14) used motor al
Drum exchange IAOF
270-436-2215

Csal de inclueletal emei
ronenent with *anal
bOoen IsA CeelotkCatIOW

Midas
For Sale

or S yews of boom411
experience CM 931436-6353

KR- Keith s Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 7399631

DOG Obedience
436-2858
RAT Terrier puppies
•
old
(270)753-2293

34 Angus Balancer
Gelbvieh, Bulls, selling
March 18. 6:15p.m a
MSU Expo Center
Information or catalogs
call (270)556-4259
6 yr old black TWH
Gilding 14-2 beginners
horse $850
(270)328-8099
BERMUDA grass hay
square bales, $6
731-514-1632

OAK dry wood, by the
pile, needs to be
moved (270)527-73,40
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 440om FREE.
FREE OVR or HO
upgrade
FREE 6
months ot HD programming
wad)
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of H130 I
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo • $5 00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll tree
877-455-0901

I got•-•
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713

WESLEY Ally+ daybed
with mattresS. black. 6
months old $400 759
0049 978-1539
belposat
2520 JD Diesel tractor
a syncro transmission
single hydraulics wide
front end, good rubber
back new on front
only 2nd owner 0(09nal operators manual
good tractor $8000
731-642-8843
731336-3675

aesninents For Nis
1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a message. 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
W/D No pets
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br KA. new
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
42 BR apts. 1 --year
lease. IBA $350.00.
&MR $475.00 Carl
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
2212 Quail Creek
Dr., Murray
Saturday
March 15th
6:00am
Furniture
children clothes
appliances

28R. 28A. house in
country. C/G/A, appliances. $500
mo
Coleman RE 753-9898
38R. IBA, Brick with
hardwood floors,
newly remodeled, no
pets 1710 Farmer
Ave
$700 monthly
I 270)293-461X

YARD
SALE
807 S.
RIVER RD
MURRAY
FRI & SAT
8-5

bongs Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
753-7668

18Ft Apt, some utilities
pied. no pets.
$250tmo. 767-9037
2 BR 29A Garage. all
appliances Very nice
90213 N 20th 650.00
per mo 753-6344 7520313
2 BR apartment for
rent. (270)227-7951
28R apartments available Great location 1
year tease I month
deposit no pets 753405
BFI duplex. 2BA.
jarage No pets. 7537457 or 227-3054.
21IR. $285. C/H/A,
near MSU Move m
free days 753 "40' i"

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a m - 4 p.m. M-F

•Now Have
Climate Control

2 or 3 BR 1 BA Home
on 1 acre land Fenced
in back yard with storage building Country
living close to town
Perfect for pet owners
227-1560 or 293-4224
BY Owner- Bnck 38R.
28A. new paint, carpet, full walkout basement. C/H/A, new well
pump, storm windows.
2 car garage, deck, 1
acre land with mature
trees, Charlie Miller
Rd., minutes from
Murray off 841 North
587.500 (270)7537549 or (586)7646477

Enterlamment center, toddler bed, bar
stools. T V. stand. office chairs, kitchen
chairs, clothes- children & adults,
gas grill. too much to mention

Eaton
DUPLEX on large lot in
Cambridge 2EIR, IBA.
each side (270)9780505 (270)436-2051
Homes Act
VI
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Graaf Weiss
1607 Kirkwood
Remodeled,
redecorated,
nice appliances
Move-in ready
Price reduced
Iii sell 5119,000
CaN 2764564021

FOR-SALE BYOWNER1 3-bedroom, 1 bath, 1200 Sq-ft. Brick
home on 1 -1/4 acres
3-miles from Murray
4424 641-North CHA
Appliances. Carport,
Small Greenhouse.
Large Fenced
Backyard. Circle Drive.
Patio. 2/Room
Workshop, Small
Bam-Outbuiiding.
Tractor Carport,
Chicken Coop,
Storage & Tool Shed,
Large trees $89,900.
Open House Saturday
9am-12pm 615-8047444
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Mehl irderal Inv

nue

which

kerne of dr ialit All
prison. am Irwin, informed
not in ••

LK:W.05MR Sale
All 2006 Homes Mule
Go'
Unbelievable Deets.
Only 4 left Save
Thousands'
, Cal now
731-564-9429
-OWNER
F NANCE***
NO CREDIT CHECK
Clean We model
doublowide. Country
mains.3 bed.2 bath.
gram ci NE toward
Me 217 Cams Spann
Rd. Murray $4,500.00
Darn.$55600 moodsN. CM Ruth*
(270)753-2222
-OWNER
FINANCE4 BR. 2-1/2 bath.
2.300 so ft detached
garage $4950 down
$696'mo 144 Seth
Lane 7531011
Financing2005 2056. 38R
28A. $3.495 down
$595 CO month. 102
Gibed Si . Hare
(270)733-101f

29R duplex. nice
CAVA, appliances furnished VanouS locations Coleman RE
753-91198
3.-29A available
541313
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9696
3 BR 2 BA duplex
CtI4JA
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
iiinside climate control
storage
"'Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes.
'We rent U Hauls
753-9600

3-EIR Duplex. lease
and deposit $700 Op
per mo. 227-0375
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer Great location
Pei and smoke free
S400mo
includes
water 226-8006
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
All appliances indud
irig welsher. dryer.
759-5885 or 293-7085
EXTRA race large, like
new, 29R. 2 Bath woo
carpel. appliances,
alma now 11595,
rno
141043 14111trood
753-30113

2 1 acre commercial lot
on Lowes Drive Zoned
6-2 for Highway business $175,000 2937872

Ifigtqw

GARAGE office on
pat() lot set-up for a
used car tot $750
703-4768
OFFICE or rend apace
avadabie Prime location 753-2905. 2931480

the ill divie.so advertised are
a.alai* on an naual 1Vccrillt
ii. , 1,11

nth Doe

For hanker amnuncr x rth Far
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Lab Fells
10 acres north o
Murray
near
the
Marshall County line.
Great building site.
$45,000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot Mei
pond in Swloga Farms
subdivision 293-7872
3AC..
SARATOGA
FARMS, beck right corner. White fence in
front. 270-519-2290
Fe Sib
10 acres for sate. 2
miles west of Kirksey
on Hwy 464 with pond
and well on site
Excellent for tobacco
crops or budding sile.
(270)705-4129

‘sP11.11:1
Bro.,
l'a log
759-0501
753-1537
BEECHER'S
Handyman
Service
Odd iobs. Free estimates.(270)762-0910.

SARATOGA II, New
brick home, 4BR, 31/29A, LR, DR.
Kitchen, Sun-room, tile
& hardwood, 3.250-sq.
ft. $349,000. 293-2582
Aral Pets

USED TIRES
14 IS lb inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Coll 753-5606

05 Equinox
AWD
$9.899
04 Rendezous $9.899
04 Blazer $6,800
00 Explorer $4,900
02 Blazer $6,200
02
Montana
Van
$5,799
04 Ford Taurus $5.999
00 Grand Prix GT
$6,899
00 Ford Lanet Quad
Cab 4x4 $8,499
99 Chevy 271 $8,100
C&K Motors
(270)705-5973 anytime
wvhy.clunotorsky.com
'03 Ford
Escape.
98.000 miles, sunroof
electnc locks/windows
leather. Excellent condition $7,800 270293-3817

:1f, 1

705 S 12th Street
Financing On
Selected Vehicles
2002 Nissan Maxima
SE, loaded, 10,000
mile Nissan warranty,
silver, six
speed
90,000
miles
(270)293-3697

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
-Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nacleauconstruction net
CUSTOM Yard mowing. tnmming. years
experience. (270)804- 5890,(270)345-2511 •
DAVIS Handyworks
'No Job too Small'
Small home repairs,
rooting,
decks,.
garages, siding, windows, and
doors.
Insured.
759-4418,
227-9484
DN.,/ HANDYMAN We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

FREE
A

Scrap Appliances Old Mating
Mehl Storm Windows & Doors
Serail Metal VIIIWttS it linen
g..11,71

Ill IIIPIIt

ra, Baftenes

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, tire-,
wood. Insured
489-2839.
W

II U

•

'
i s

M \

.1 \II \ I

*weekly & special pickum,
locally owneilloperalest
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

llarrttUonCranite
3301 St. Rt 12114.
753-8087
. I
•
• 241-1-22

JOE'S JOBS

753-4344. 227-5.44
2001 Dodge Intrep.
$4,200 293-3515
1989 Mercury Gram:
Marquis $700 obo
Call 759-9586

1; %LIAM% 11
I M
sI

4-ntin2
227-1172ft

LAM
LAWN SLAW I
Mowing, Manus ming
land‘i aping &
teat Vasiturreng,
Sateilaiiion guaranis.

1." 0.N.
\‘‘..„, I\RI

270-97K-2105

753-1816 727-061

rriersted

Nir 1,11 Intn.onigh
rnhertrang fte

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

RENT
to
Own
Coldwater
2-3BR
home 800-986-2789
extension 2051

NEED A VEHICLE?

pw.sws liiirdicz
oribilem-

Available

"OWNER FINANCE•'
No credit check, pnvate 3bed, 2bath home
in secluded area near
Lake Recently remodeled including paint.
updated electrical &
plumbing.
127
Tearose, Hamlin, KY.
$4,900 Down, $595
mo. Call Ruth 7532222

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OH
759-5534
Chuck van Buren

NEW homes and lots
in Rrverfield Estates
located on Doran H
South Come arc
what we have to offer.
Matt Jennings 291
7872

Saturday
7:00AM-2:00PM
All proceeds benefit Eastwood

MUM,i•darr & 111.1. Fait

'All Size Units

"OWNER
FINANCE'•'
Mo credit check! Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on lot in Puryear,
1 292 sq.11., hardwood
floor,
appliances.
$3,900 down, $475
monthly. Call Ftuthie
(270)753-2222

Used Cars

Jail, RENTALS

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

sesis For Sier

7

MO St RI 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

270-293-6%6

1121

Christian Academy

WAREHOUSES

270-436-5496

PARIS, TN in..
22 acres adioining
Turnbiing Creek. Good
hunting, great building
sae $2,500 an acre. 1877-275-0543

htINf Faint can be spit.
7.887 scree. 38R all
with walk-on closets. 2
full bath, garden kb,
eat in kitten sin breakfast bar, all kitchen
appliances, pantry r
ity room, well
deluxe home, cove
moldings, extra
bon, ed. good le
wed, 25 true and ,..1
trees, new barn Just
south of Murray 1203
Torn Taylor Trail 270227-0860
Open
House Sat & Sun
12,00-6:00pm.

HUGE MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
Joe Smith Carpet building 641N

KEY MINI

MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Lotated at 720 $. 46 Si,

illitasFar Ma

139 acres near New
Concord Trophy deer
and turkey hunting.
125 acres of marketable
timber
$275 000 293-7872

il
ea topples

el

LIKE new baby items
(jumper, bouncer, gym
seat). boy's clothes 012 mo large and extra
large girls clothes 6X
293-9387

rigg

Callo%ay

M

84 Utterback Road • Murray, KV

Cell: SOO-214-7901 lit. 713
et www.aterighsiLmias

Murray Ledger & Times
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YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1918

• Mowing
•Sfraytag Onions ti
Dandellosis • liming
Fertilizing
270 37-4407
_are for
Mayheict side of
•
4
Calloway County
Reeves Lawn Care •
(270)247-6100 leave
message
LAWN

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath tinth
double garage. waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
$275.000 00.
Call
763-2905 or 293-8595.
Large 48013 313ATH
Brick home in
Southwest area. Greet
family horn* *dove
3000 5g.-ft. and
almost 2 acres.
$189.900. Call 270753-7335 of 270-2931449.
NEW
Construction
Just
Finished
Saratoga II. 48/3 28A
contemporary home
24 hour recorded message 800-986-2789
extension 2061
NEW brick home,
Saratoga Springs I.
3811, 313A. LA DR
KlIchen. Sun-room,
2.960 eq. IL heeled.
S280.000. 2011-2182

'Hill Electric
Since 1986
24..m asmoca
Res . Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - tag or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Profeemonal Tree
Service. Con-plate
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
sink & tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
Al Joe's Mower raper
Tune-up pecan
Free pisk-upfdellvery
In Murray 436-2057
ALL Carpentry
Horne & Mobile Home
repair,
additions.
decks. 227-0587. 753
-

METAL ROOFS

759-1085 • 22 • •

NEED HELP?
Handyman Servicing
All remodelihg.
No ph too
Free estimatc-%
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
.) plumb, I
Al \I

ROOFING Free MI- •
mese (270)293-4020 0
42701293-1924

—

CLASSIFIEDS

‘turray Ledger & Times
.30
Swansnew

Services Oftered

PLUMB Level
Construcbon
Remodeling
Additions/Decks
Floors, Water Damage,
Doors, Windows,
Roofing
Al)
Mobile
Home
Repair
Bock, block
Were not a handyman
Insured.
759-4704 or 978-2391
THOMPSON'S Tree
Service,
stump
removai and brush
removal tree estimates
Home
(731)247-3098 Cell
(903)497-6965

David's
Home
Improvement
Wiser Damaged Floors
Braces & Root .icksts
Remaking & Punting
Dovrcl Gaernore Owner
WC Do insurance won,
Vas Skimmer-ea koopec

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone 4362562, 227-0267

Horoscope

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employee&
accept any response&
rty whatsoever for their
activities.

inlueline War

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, March 15, 2008:
You have a unique style that others like and respond to. Be careful:

Pit times others could see you as flippant and become hard. If you
meet an obstacle, look within, and you'll find answers. Sometimes a
little diplomacy goes a long way. Open up to possibilities rather than
problems. Network and broaden your circle of friends. If you are
attached, add to your friendship, and the romance could become
steamier. If you are single, don't separate love and friendship; they
need to go together. CANCER provokes a lot of imaginative ideas.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so, I -Difficult

Financial aid deadline is Aprilrk
wants to remind all students who (FSEOG)- Non-repayable fedare planning to attend Murray eral grant based on significant
State during the 2008-09 aca- financial need. Grants are
demic term to get their financial expected to be $500 for 2008aid applications turned in by the 09.
April 1 priority filing date.
•KHEAA(Kentucky Higher
Money is available and filing by Education Assistance Authority)
the priority date is a definite CAP grant - Non-repayable
advantage.
state grant for Kentucky resiAccording to findings gath- dents. Based on demonstrated
ered by the American Council financial need, these awards are
on Education, many students are expected to be $1,900 maximum
missing out on Pell Grants and for 2008-09.
other financial aid that they
•Academic Competitiveness
would likely qualify for if they Grant(ACG) — Non-repayable
would only apply.
federal grant based on the stuCharles Vinson, director of dent's calculated financial need.
student financial aid at Murray Awards up to $750 for first-year
says his staff is available to students and up to $1,300 for
assist students and parents with second-year students that comany question they may have plete a rigorous program of
study while in high school.
about the application process.
• National Science and
"At Murray, we are finding
that more and more of our stu- Mathematics Access to Retain
dents are utilizing the web to Talent(National SMART)Grant
apply because of convenience — Non-repayable federal grant
and processing time," Vinson based on the student's calculated
noted. Web filing speeds the financial need. Awards up to
process so that applicants often $4,000 for each of the third and
receive a response in 3-5 work- fourth years of study to students
majoring in certain areas of sciing days.
ence, mathematics, engineering
The Free Application for and critical
foreign languages.
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)or
• Federal Perkins Loan the Renewal Free application
must be filed by any student Repayable long-term, low-interest (five prcent) loans made to
requesting aid for the upcoming
students whose family incomes
school year. Vinson emphasized
and total assets place limitations
that previous year applicants
upon resources for educational
who are currently enrolled or
purposes. The loans have some
planning to return to school
provisions for cancellation
must also file the 2008-09 forms
andJor deferment of repayment.
in order to be considered for
However, the majority is repaid
assistance.
during a 10-year period, with
Types of financial aid avail- payments made quarterly, beginable to Murray students for the ning nine months after the stu2008-09 term are:
dent leaves school.
•Federal Pell Grant - Non• Nursing Student Loan repayable federal grant based on Repayable long-term, low interthe student's calculated financial est (five percent) loans to eligineed. Amounts are expected to ble students enrolled in the nursrange from $4.00 to $4,731 for ing program. Based on the
the 2008-09 year.
financial need of the nursing stu-

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times
PICKING AND GRINNING: Jon Jones, right, a Murray State

University senior, liberal arts major from Benton, works with
Karen Armstrong of Murray during guitar lessons this week at
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. The free
lessons will be offered every Monday and Tuesday from 12:30
p.m. to 2 p.m. now until May. Approximately 10 seniors
enjoyed this week's lessons. Other seniors interested in joining the class are encouraged to attend.
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Nissan Versa
Hatchback

EST USA 1058

4.
1
A
4,01,

E

Nissan Altima 2.5S

12,988*
Model #52268 Stk #8131, 8151

$13,950
MSRP
Factory Rebate
— 750
Premier Discount — 212

Model #05718 Stk #8211,8252
Auto., AC, Tilt Wheel, AM/FM, CD Player, Side
Impact Supplement Air Bag, Cruise Control,
Power Windows Power Locks
MSRP
$21,380
Factory Rebate - 1,000
Premier Discount- 1,392

92,988
N.114 S

11'444 bete I

48,988'
N't

pericx1 after the student leaves
the nursing program.
• Federal Subsidized Stafford
Loan - Repayable need-based
long-term loans of up to $3,500
annually for freshmen, $4,500
for sophomores, $5,500 for juniors and seniors, and $8,500 for
graduate students. As of July I. beginning July I, 2008.
2006, these loans have a fixed
Vinson encouraged students
interest rate of 6.8 percent. The and parents
to be aware of the
federal government pays interest
many types of assistance- availon the borrower's behalf while
the student is enrolled at least able and to ask questions if they
half time. Payment begins six don't understand the guidelines
months after graduation, with- or need assistance with filing,
drawal from school or dropping -Those who meet the Apnl
below a half-time course load.
priority filing date stand the bes1
• Federal Unsubsidized chance of receiving available
Stafford Loan - Unsubsidized funds," he stressed.
means that interest accumulates
Students who do not wish to
on the loan while the student is
apply
on line may pick up appli.
in school and the federal government does not pay any portion of cations or drop off completed
the interest. These loans are not forms at Murray State's office of
based on the calculated need of financial aid, which is located ill/
the student. The interest accu- the basement of Sparks Hall al
mulated during in-school peri- the corner of 15 and Main
ods may be paid while in school streets.
•
of capitalized (accumulated and
For questions, more informal
added to the principal) and paid
after leaving school. Annual Lion or special assistance, cag
loan amounts, interest rates and 809-2546 locally or 1-806-272,
repayment are similar to the 4678, extension 3, or send an er
Federal Subsidized Stafford mail
to
sfa.officq@murLoan.
raystate.edu.

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and Murray City Schools have been released by
Bridget laszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors respectively, for the week of March 17-21.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:

PREMIER NISSAN

AC, Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM, CD Player, Side Impoce
Supplement Air Bag

.•
Studx
Employment - On-campip
employment opportunities of up
to 12 hours of work per week:
Qualified students with appro.;
pnate financial needs, skills;
interests and aptitudes are cone,
sidered for these jobs. The We
of pay will be $6.55 per hour

Murray State Uni
•ver
Federal Supplemental
dent, these loans
sit
are repaid on • Federal
y's
office of student financial aid Educational Opportunity Grant an annual basis dunng a 10-year

4 DU P/1V
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ARIES(March 21-AprI1 19)
**** Your perceptions change radically with new information.
Process what a respected boss or authority figure presents.
Agreement; yes or no is not the objective. Gain understanding and
open new doors. Tonight: Say yes to an offer.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Emphasize what is positive in your life as opposed to what
you need to do. Lightness and fun blend together. A child or romantic attachment becomes testy. Jealousy rears its ugly head! Be smart
and play it by ear. Tonight: You don't have to go far'
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Investigate opportunities with an open mind. Financial matters
need your attention. If you don't have enough funds, just say so. You
might be quite surprised at another's suggestions. Loosen up and
relax. Tonight: Say yes to sharing.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** The words you choose are important, and so are your
expressions and delivery. If someone reacts negatively to what you
consider a positive, step back and think. Understanding comes forward. Tonight: Easy does it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** What you see and what you think might be best kept to yourself. Remember, your mood and your perspective could be coloring
issues. Your finances need a stronger hand, especially if you are feeling insecure. Tonight: Your treat.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Examine what is going on with your immediate friends. You
could feel that too much is happening too quickly. Don't shut down
because you feel overwhelmed. Listen to your inner voice with care.
Tonight: Aim high.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Take a stand, yet accept what is going on. Your ability to
understand someone well makes many people want to draw in clospr to you. If you are having a negative reaction, it might not be the
person but how you are feeling:roil could be tired. Tonight: Go with
Die flow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Someone could be quite difficult or insistent that he or she
needs to have his or her way. If you can, loosen up and relax in the
company of a fnend or two. Music, movies and other forms of escape
help too. In time, you might see a situation through this person's
eyes. Tonight: Reach out for a fnend or loved one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** A partner or close friend might need to know that he or she is
right, which could look like you agreeing with this person. You might
need to jump through your share of hoops to make a point, as others
don't hear you at the moment. Know when energy spent is energy
Wasted. Tonight: Togetherness is the theme.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Defer to others, especially as it appears you have no other
ohoice. Maintaining a sense of humor could help your mood.
Recognize the freedom you gain when others want to run the show.
How nice is that? Tonight: Say yes to living.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might be weighed down by obligations and what others see
as a must. Lighten up and make the most out of an opportunity that
heads in your direction. Listen to news with an eye to what is not
being said. Tonight: Incorporate exercise into your plan.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
1r**** You are unusually upbeat. In a sense, your great mood
points to how out of kilter others are. Humor helps you open up and
share with others. Be empathetic to another's plight. Think back to
when you last felt like that. Tonight: Your mission is to have a great
time.

Friday, March 14, 2008 •.58

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementarles - Monday cheese, crackers; Tuesday - Poptart, milk; Wednesday - cereal, graham crackers, milk; Thursday - apple, peanut butter;
Friday - scooby snacks, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - Poptart, Tuesday - ham and cheese
biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast burrito; Thursday - biscuit w/gravy;
Friday - Poptan. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad,
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - grilled cheese sandwich, tater tots, apple, Tuesday - chicken nuggets, creamed
potatoes w/gravy, applesauce, roll: Wednesday - chicken and
dumplings, green beans, cole slaw. roll; Thursday - cheese
pizza, garden salad w/dressing, whole kernel corn; Friday peanut butler and jelly sandwich, potato wedges, orange.
EleMentarles - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt.
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage
biscuit; Tuesday - blueberry muffin; Wednesday - eggs, bacon,
toast; Thursday - oatmeal, poptart. Friday - yogurt, toast.
Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads, milk served
daily) - Monday - chili w/crackers, corn dog, gnlled cheese
sandwich; Tuesday • pizza, chicken salad sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - chicken nuggets, roll,
taco burger, yogurt and animal crackers; Thursday - super
nachos, grilled chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - chicken fajita, cheeseburger, grilled cheese
sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast
burrito; Wednesday - pancakes w/syrup; Thursday - oatmeal,
Poptarts; Friday - sausage biscuit. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday - chicken fajita, hot ham and Swiss sandwich, turkey and cheese
sandwich; Tuesday - spaghetti w/gartic toast, BBO ribette
sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Wednesday - oven
fried chicken w/roll, corn dog, submarine sandwich, Thursday
- fish nuggets w/roll, grilled chicken sandwich, turkey and
cheese, sandwich; Friday - sliced turkey w/roll, breaded chicken sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Poptarts.
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - bacon and egg
biscuit; Tuesday - waffle sticks w/syrup, Wednesday • steak
biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - yogurt,
toast. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - potato
soup wlpizza sticks, corn dog; Tuesday - fish nuggets w/hush
puppies, submanne sandwich, Wednesday - chicken nuggets
w/roll, cheeseburger; Thursday - Mexican bean roll, chicken
patty sandwich; Friday - spaghetti w/Texas toast. ham sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs; Tuesday - breakfast
bagel. Wednesday - pancake on stick w/syrup; Thursday not available, Friday - not available. Lunch (canned or fresh
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available
daily) Monday - ham and cheese wrap, chili crisipito; Tuesday • beef nachos, breaded chicken sandwich; Wednesday Salisbury steak, chef salad w/crackers; Thursday - not available, Friday - not available
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday scrambled eggs: Tuesday - breakfast bagel;
Wednesday - pancake on stick w/syrup, Thursday - not available, Friday - not available. Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily)
Monday - ham and cheese wrap, chili crispito; Tuesday beef nachos, breaded chicken pattie, Wednesday - Salisbury
steak, chef salad w/crackers, Thursday - not available; Friday - not available
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday • breakfast pizza, Tuesday - biscuit and gravy.
Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stick. Thursday - not
available, Friday - not available Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh
fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - submarine sandwich, breaded chicken sandwich, Tuesday - beef nachos, chef
salad w/dressing and crackers, French bread pizza; Wednesday - spaghetti w/meat sauce, chicken salad plate; Thursday
not available, Friday - not available

••••

COMICS/ FEATURES
Savings plan for parents
is better late than never
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LookIngBack
40 years ago
Army Specialist Five Larry J.
Williams has been assigned as a
tank crewman with the 9th Infantry
Division in Vietnam.
An students from Calloway
County High School have their
works on display in the lobby of
the Bank of Murray. They are
Martha Sills, Marsha Williford, Rita
Smith and Betsy Riley Larry Dunn
is art instructor for C('HS.
Mrs Leiria Carter presented a
review of the book, "Silent Spring"
by Rachel Carson at a meeting
of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club
50 years ago
The city of Hazel will be moved
from a 10th class city to a 9th
class city, according to Hazel
Mayor Cy Miller The city met
certain conditions including adequate Willa supply and an addition of a fire truck to get the
new class.
In the semi finals of the fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament, Benton Indians woo
66-63 over New Concord Redbirds with high scorers being Gold
for Indians and Willoughby for
Redbirds; North Marshall Jets won
83-40 over Kirksey Eagles with
high scorers being Hall for Jets
and Adams for Eagles.
60 years ago
Robert Carlton, Murray State
(.'ollege senior, won first place in
the Kentucky State Oratorical Contest held at the University of Kentucky. He spoke on the subject.
"Skulls Are White." He will represent Kentucky at the interstate
contest at Northwestern University in Illinois April 22 and 23.
The spring conference of the
Calloway County members of the
PTA will be March 18 at 2 p.m.
at Hazel High School. Lynn Grove
PTA will furnish the music and
Kirksey PTA will give the program and devotion.

IS years as.
Published are a feature story
sal picture of Hairy Buchanaa
author of a new book. The story
was by Massing Editor Any
Wilson.
Murray State University Racers lost 97-74 to Rhode lased in
the NCAA Midwest Basketball
Regional at (Alationta City. Okla.
(sea Spencer was high scorer for
Murray
Births reported include a boy
14) Daniel and Jennifer Wium. March
6. ,a boy to Marquette and Jason
Sea), March II
20 Years ego
Shannon Gray, Christi Smith,
Christy Dunn. Jennifer Green. Tara
1.arnb. Stacy Van Dyke and Christina Parker, meridian of the Calloway County High School Laker
Band. were named to the 1988
Senior Quad-State Band.
Murray Suite University Racers won 73-70 over University of
Tennessee. Martin. for the championship of the Ohm Valley Conference Basketball Tournament.
MSU will play North Carolina State
in the N('AA Regtolud at Lincoln. Neb. March IS.
Births reported include a girl
to Mclav a and Tillman Paschall,
Mach II
30 years ago
Murray High School captured
six top honors an the senior division and state championship in
the junior division of the Kentucky High School Speech League
Drama Festival. Students Include
I.aura Skinner. Robyn Burk.
Michelle Hams. Mark Austin,
Kayne Beasley. Richard Simon.
Donna Bailey, Kim Alley. Lyo
Lynn. Greg Schmalty. Mary Nina
and Debbie Geunn Mark Elberton is team coach
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Bobby Hutson,
March 4. and a boy to Mr and
MIS John flessent. March 6

DEAR ABBY: I'm 26 and
concerned about my parents'
future. They are in their late
40s and have absolutely nothing saved for retirement. Dad
has a physically demanding job
and won't be able to do it forever, and they are currently in
debt up to
their ears.
There are
six kids in
our family. I
appreciate
the fact that
my parents
are blowing
off
some
steam when
ncomesw
spending
By Abigail
money, since
Van Buren
were
they
unable to do if while we were
all younger However. I feel
it's time they look at the big
picture.
If something was to happen
to Dad or he was unable to
work, they'd lose everything.
At this point, they will be
unable to pay for any of their
own expenses when they're
older, and my siblings and I
don't have money to support
them. Our youngest brother still
lives at home and is adopting
the same spending habits as
Mom and Dad.
How would you recommend
we speak to our parents? They
tend to be sensitive about these
matters. Do you know of any
articles or books we could reference when speaking to them?
PENNYWISE IN ST. PETE.
FLA.

Dear MW

Todaylnllistory
%skis.
In 1951. during the Korean
War. United Nations forces recaptured Seoul
In 1964. a jury in 1)allas found
Jack Ruby guilty of murdering
Lee Harvey Oswald. the accused
assassin of President Kennedy.
In 1967. the body of President Kennedy was moved from a
temporary grave to a permanent
memorial site at Arlington National Cemetery

In 1907, President Theodore
Roosevelt signed an exeLutive
order designed to prevent Japanese laborers from immigrating to
the United States as part of a
"gentlemen's agreement" with
Japan
In 1923. President Harding
became the first chief executive
to file an income tax return
In 1939,the republic of Czechoslovakia was dissolved, opening the
way for Nazi occupation of Czech
areas and the separation of Slo-

By The Associated Press
'today is Friday. March 14, the
74th day of 2008 There are 292
days left in the year
today's Highlight in History:
On March 14, 1794, Eli Whitney received a patent for his cotton gin, an invention that revolutionized America's cotton industry
On this date
In 18$ I. German political
philosopher Karl Mars died in
I ondon
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PENNY WISE:
DEAR
Assuming that you and your
four adult siblings are equally
concerned about your parents'
welfare, you should approach
them as a group. It's still not
too late for them to start saving and investing for their retirement years. And you and the
others could help them by offering to match what they save
each month. Even a small
amount adds up.
the five of you each put
in $21) a month (S100), and
your parents put in $100. at
the end of a year they would
have $2,400. By the time your
father was ready to retire in
20 years, they'd have some serious money put away -- not
counting any increase in the
value of their investments.
The U.S. General Services
Administration Federal Citizen
Information Center offers free
information that could help you.
Log on to www.pueblo.gsa.gov
and look under the heading
'Retirement Planning' in the
'Money' section. You'll find
lots of good advice, and you
can even order free and lowcost booklets on saving and
Investing and much more. Or
call (888) 8-Pueblo ((888) 8783256)for a free Consumer Information Catalog. Also check your
local library.
Your parents may or may
not be receptive to this idea.
However, if you turn the matching money into a "game," they'll
be more likely to go for it.
Good luck.
DEAR ABBY: Last year,
against the advice of my friends
and family. I forgave my exboyfriend. He swore he loved
me and wanted to spend the
rest of his life with me. I let
him back into my life and let
him talk to me about marriage
and the future.
Within a few months he was
up to his old tricks again, chasing other women, so I had to
send him packing.
How do I forgive myself for
being so stupid? I believed he
loved me. and I am furious
with myself for falling for his
charm and his lies. My family isn't being very supportive
because they didn't want the to
reconcile. Please help me. -FOOLED ME TWICE IN
COLUMBUS, OHIO
DEAR FOOLED: Please
stop beating yourself up. You're
who
an optimistic person
believed in second chances, and
your ex-boyfriend abused your
trust.
Now that you understand he
is incapable of change. it's time
to learn from this experience
and go on with your le. We
learn more from ouniistakes
than our successe -- and the
lesson you will tale from this
is to draw the line sooner if
you notice a person's words
don't match has deeds.

Murray Ledger & Times

Muscle contraction causes
problem urinating
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
73-year-old male with bean and
kidney failure. I am not on dialysis. I take Lasix. I was taking
three 80-milligram pills every day
for quite some time. One day. I
suddenly could not urinate. The
following
day, the same
thing, so I
went to the
emergency
roommms
local hospital,
where I Was
catheterized
doLtor
The
then told me
I did not have
blockage
a
and that he
By
find
could
Dr. Peter Gott nothing
wrong with
my blood and urine tests. He told
me upon release to reduce my Lasts
to one and a half pills per day.
A few days later, my ankles began
to swell, so my kidney doctor put
me back on two pills a day.
I am still unsure about what
happened. Could taking three Lasix
a day have caused this?
DEAR READER: I do not
believe that the Lasix was the
cause of your unpleasant experience. More likely, you had bladder dysfunction due to urinarytract muscle contraction.
I assume that your "kidney
doctor" is a nephrologist. You
should review your problem with
him or her. I would hope that
the specialist can suggest ways
of overcoming the spasm if it
occurs again.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies of
my Health Reports "Bladder and
Urinary Tract Infections" and "Kidney Disorders."

Dr. Gott

DEAR DR. GOIT: I am a
79-year-old male who has frequent hot flashes with sweating.
I have had them happen day and
night for several years. I have asked
several doctors about thus, and none
had any answers. I have also tried
various medicauons unsuccessfully
I am wondering if you could
give me a reason why this is happening and what I can do for it.
DEAR READER: I believe
you are experiencing a lowering
ot testosterone. As we age, the
hormone levels in our bodies can
drop significantly This can lead
Or annoying reactions such as hot
flashes, sweating and other symptoms. These reactions, which
accompany menopause in women,
can also affect men on occasion.
Women lose estrogen, which causes the testosterone in their bodies to become more dominant. Men,
however, lose testosterone, which
causes the estrogen to become more
dominant. I recommend that you
have a blood test to measure the
testosterone in your system. If,
as I suspect, your testosterone is
low, you may wish to consider
hormone replacement.
You should also be tested for
other disorders. Perhaps you have
a hidden infection or are simply
anemic. If your hormones are normal, your doctor can then look
at these other tests to determine
whether there is something else
amiss.
You do not say whether you
are taking any medications. Some
drugs can cause flushing, sweating and more. The leading culprit is niacin, used for lowering
cholesterol. If you are taking medire*. be sure to check the possible side effects. Work with your
primary-care physician to find a
solution.

ContractBnd ge
1. NOW are declarer

l:)4:

e's1

hand at Three Notnmip. and North
leads the six of spades. When you
play the king from dummy, it wins
the trick. South following with the
four. How would you play the hand?
Eut
West
•K 7
•(,)5 2
IPQ 6 3
AK8
•10 9 8
•A Q 4
*A K 8 6 3
*J 109
2. You are declarer with the same
hand at Three Notrump, but this
time, when you play dummy's king
of spades, South wins with the ace
and returns the tat. How would you
play the hand?
•••

I. In notrunap, you usually try to
develop tricks in your longest suit(in
the present case, clubs), but that
doesn't make it the right play in all
cases. In this instance, the correct
suit to play is diamonds, not clubs.
At trick two, you should lead the
ten of diamonds and let it ride if
South follows loss. Even lithe ten
loses to the king, you are assured of
nine tricks consisting of one spade,
three hearts, three diamonds and two
clubs. North can't profitably return a
spade, and you are home free whatever else be leads.
Of course, if South has the king of
diamonds, you will make at least In
tricks by repeating the finesse.

If you Were to tackle clubs instead
of diamonds and South had the
guarded queen, you could go down
after South returned a spade through
your queen.
2. The situation changes completely if South wins the first trick
with the ace and returns the ten.
Instead of South being the player
you're afraid to have on lead. North
becomes the player you fear most.
He presumably has the spade length
(most likely five of them) and can
therefore set you if he gains the lead
after they become established.
Accordingly, you should duck the
ten-of-spades return and win the nest
spade with the queen. Now you can
safely lead the jack of clubs and
finesse. You don't mind losing the
trick to South because his fangs have
already been drawn.
If South wilts the jack ofclubs with
the queen and returns a diamond, you
rise with the ace and run like a bunny
with nine tncks. There is no need to
get greedy by taking the diamond
finesse. You might wake up in the
hospital if partner> the excitable
type.
If South should happen to have a
spade to return after taking the queen
of clubs, you needn't be concerned.
In that case, the opposing spades
were originally divided 4-4, and the
defenders can't score more than four
tricks.

lamorrow: Adaptability saves the day.
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1 Build slangily
4 Marathon
or 101<
8 Raised cattle
12 Simian
13 Out of control
14 Slick
15 Get stuck
16 Large fruit
18 Perp s need
20 Muddle
21 Nabokov novel
23 Casual farewell
24 Dart
and Pernns
27
(steak sauce)
29 Buttress
33 Not lust my
34 Chestnut hull
35 Back when
36 Hoople
expletive
38 'Where Eagles
Dare' actress
39 Ere long
40 Horror-flick
street

42 It glistens
44 Intuition
46 Drive and
reverse
50 With all ones
heart
54 Varnish
ingredient
55 Two fives
for — —
56 Sound
of the tone
57 RN s group
58 Water supplier
59 Ink spot
60 Make a lap
DOWN
Lower
California
2 Iridescent gem
3 Han in combos
4 Fast
S Lett Bank pal
6 Against
'Just scrape by
8 Nursery-rhyme
girl (2 wds )

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MCIRM OMB
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3-14 C 2008 United Feature Syndtcate Inc
9 Tears
10 House
additions
11 Do batik
1 7 A Vanderbilt
19 Baseball club

Mill MEMO MEM
EMI MEM MM.
MINIMMIMME
Al=
MEM
MEM di=
MAIM MAU MIME
MI MIMI MN
MUM ME AM=
AM MEM
BMW
AM=
AMMEMEMIAM NMI
AMMIll
AM= AM= MOM

22 Wedding
keepsake
23 Made public
24 Attacker
25 Wheel nut
26 S&L offering
28 Aft neighbor
30 Woosnam
of got,
31 ft may
be fragile
32 L — Hubbard
37 Fillet a fish
39 Impress and
then some
41 Be a landlord
43 Nile s land
44 Overrule
45 Corners
partner
47 Anguished
wail
48 San wearer
49 Word to kitty
50 Lab-dt- 51 Recede
52 Tierra
— Fuego
53 Sign before
Virgo
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